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Everyone has their own way of coming out. In celebration .
of National Cory,ing Out D~y, Our paper presents some
Downeast coming out stones.
·
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•How They·Did It: Inspiring Words

• ·38 Ways to Leave Your Closet

•Take the Next Step

•''Kiss A Little, Hug A Little, Pat Some Fanny!"
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Our Paper

Dear Our Paper,
We at the Underground are in
complete agreement with the inexcusable fact that lesbisan issues are
being ignored and neglected. We are
also sadly aware that most gay men
are either ignorant of or simply not
interested in these issues.
The tragedy of AIDS has brought
us together and has strengthened us
as a community. The support of our
sisters ha_s been overwhelming and is
so deeply appreciated. Yet we must
agree that the injustices against lesbians and women in general are ageold tragedies, not new ones. Whythen
are these injustices allowed to ~ontinue? Why do some take the attitude
that ifa tragic situation doesn't cause
concern to their personal lives then
the struggle to correct the situation
belongs to others?
Do we tend to take the compassionate and generous nature of women for
granted? Are these qualities inherent
in women and not ·in men? We
shouldn't like to think so but perhaps
each of us should look a bit deeper
into ourselves. Sadly, some ofus might
find an answer for which we don't
particularly care.
Just to witness the lack ofgay men
in attendance at the annual MLGPA
dinner was to witness a lack of interest, muchlesscommitment. We might
keep reminding ourselves that the
MLGPA, whose active membership is
predominately composed oflesbians,
is dedicated to issues which involve
the entire community. The main focus of the MLGPA is to restructure
the political processes for the benefit·
and betterment of lesbians and gay
men, not ijolely for lesbians.
As a community we can only have
a voice, a strong and effective voice,
when we deal with issues that affect
all members of the community. If we
don't act in this manner then we can_pot, in any way, refer to ourselves as
a community. The time is long past
due to bridge the wide gap between
selflessness and selfishness. As a community that is more closely knit than
ever before, that time is now.
We urge our brothers to take a long
hard look at this situation. Become
aware! Become involved!
And, dear sisters, as we thank you
for your support and commitments,
we ask you to contact us for our assistance in causes which are important
to all of us. Give us yourinput and we
wll give you our time, energy and resources. We sincerely want to be a
part for righ~g all of the age~old
wrongs.
-Randy Scott and the staff of the
Underground
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Dear Our Paper,
In this year's August issue there
appears an article entitled "No Apologies" by J~mes Melanson. In this article he expresses anger at society for
making heterosexuality the true love,
and homosexuality into a gross abnormality. I also feel this anger.
However, Melanson angers me
much more. The entire article drips of
hypocrisy. He says, "Please, let us not
deceive ourselves that hetero sex practitioners fall in love the way gay people
fall in love. They possess and are possessed." He describes homosexuality
as the "true" love and heterosexuality
as a mutilation of this. Gays should
not need to apologize, but why should
heterosexuals?
How is a society prejudiced against
white better than a society prejudiced
against black? Both are equally guilty.
In the same way, Melanson is guilty of
the same crime as the heterosexuals
he describes.
Why must one love be more beautiful or more true? Is there no way for
humans to see that love is beautiful no
matter what form it comes in? Isn't
that what we shoud be working for
and representing?
The sadness this article brought
was perhaps even stronger than the
· anger. If the gay community cannot
see that this pattern ofsociety, that in
which one group is right and one is
wrong, is a criminal pattern, then
who can?
Sincerely, Amy Price
P.S. Just an afterthought. I understand this man. After years of pain
and ostracism, I can see how he would
_be angered toward the feelings he
portrays. I understand how hard it is
to objectively look at your own line of
thought, and see where you contradict yourself. However, I cannot understand how Our Paper can print
these feelings. As editors 9f a paper to
bring the people together and equal,
can't you see how this undercuts what
is trying to be achieved?
Things like this can tt1ake a heterosexual" ·for "liomosexti.al rights feel
·af;aid to try to work with you. I don't
want to }>e' ari outcast ariymo~e than
you do. I, as a heterosexual, joined
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
to·bridge the gap. But, with the attitude I have been initiated with, read- .
ing Our Paper for the first time, I
almost lose my hope. I feel like rm
fighting an uphill battle no matter
what side I'm on. Homophobs and
heterophobs. Who can make it right? '

PO Box 10744 Portland,
Maine 04104
(207) 773-2294
PURPOSE
Our Paper is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
collective, 'po Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104. The purpose
of OUR PAPER is to serve as a
voice for lesbians and gay men in
Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support and affirmation, and a vehicle
for celebration, by and for members of the l~sbian and gay men's
communities. We want the paper
to reflect our diversity as well.
EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any material that broadens
our understanding of our lifestyles and of each other. Views
and opinions appearing in the
paper are those of the authors
only.
. We request that all material
submitted be signed and include
an address and/ or phone n umber.
- We reserve the right to edit
unsigned material as necessary.
Within the pages of the newspaper, articles can appear anonymously, upon request, and strict
confidentiality will be observed.
Even though our editorials are
initialed, they represent the
opinion of all collective members.
We welcome and encourage all
our readers to subinit material for
publication and to share your
comments, criticisms and positive
feelings with us, Remember,
OUR PAPER is Your Paper!!

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one
year (12 issues), $20 for: two
years, and $25 for three years.
Make checks payable to Our
Paper.

THE COLLECTIVE
Business Manager:
Fred Berger
News Coordinators:
Eric Gordon and
Peter S. Karasopoulos
Features Coordinators:
Tom Hagerty and
James Melanson
Arts and Entertainment Coordinators: Marjorie Love and
Etienne Goode
Advertising Coordinator: Eric
Gordon
Graphics and Design Coordinator: C.P. Noel and
Diane Matthews
Distribution and Subscriptions Coordinators:
Dawn Patterson and
Diane Matthews
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Our Paper deadline for November issue:
•Articles, announcements and calendar, October 1-1
•Advertising (camera ready), October 21
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Dear Our Paper,
As a part of claiming my bisexual
identity it's important for me to
understand which communities,
groups, networks, etc. I am considered a part of (or welcomed to). It
has been my experience that as a
bisexual I am sometimes not welcomed in either lesbbian/gay or
hetero community gatherings and
the like; much easier for me is to get
clear info rmation about who's
welcome, rather than risk attack
later.
As I was reading Our Paper
recently I realized I wasn't sure of the
paper's policy, and upon reading it
discovered no mention of bisexuals.
My question is simply: Why is
the re _n o mention of bisexuals in the
paper's policy? Is it intentional or an
oversight? I look forward to knowing
if I may- consider Our Paper My
Paper, instead of just Your Paper.
Thanks.
With Respect, Lupine

Dear Our Paper,
The September issue copntained a
letter which suggested they (AA) consider having a non-smoker's meeting.
The Gay in Sobrietr ~ro~p o(AJcoholics Anonymous has two nonsmoker's meetings weekly and nonsmokers meetings are available every
_night in the Portland area. Further
information is available by calling Alcoholics Anonymous at 774-4335.
-Best wishes, a non-smoking AA
member

Judith Lippa, MSW
Lie. Clinical Social Worker

Counseling
&
Psychotherapy
•
•
•
•

Individuals
Couples
Families
Groups

Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME 04101
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Dear Our Paper,

DANGEROUSDYKESALERTI
Residents of Washington County
and all other lesser known regions of
the state of Maine ~re warned to be on
the lookout fo~ CASTRATING
BITCHES. Altho~gh often cleverly
disguised as mild \mannered homesteaders and artists, these horrible
hags can usuall.Y, be found during the
full moon time roaming the woods
wielding knives, chainsaws and other
deadly devices of destruction.

One in particular, known to her
cronies as Gorilla Gatto (see photo) is
thought to be the ring leader of this
diabolical group. Everything she has
ever said or written has offended
someone, from her parents and children, to the straight community and
even to the holier-than-thou/politically correct gay community. Purported to raise ten-foot-tall, maneating sunflower plants, kill innocent
bunnies with her bare hands and
consort with black cats, Gatto, alias
The Sicilian Scourge, is thought to
wreak havoc over an area known as
the Kennebec Woods, in league with a
pack of wild eyed coon cats and a large
hairy dog, making the woods safe for
vaginas.
If you see this woman or others of
her ilk, it's best to give wide berth.
- -A concerned friend in Downeast
Maine

(207) 773-1235

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. Th e next time
you spec copy for typesetting, specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
rates.
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The Straight & Narrow
Alleged & Avowed
It's not easy for me to say this. I am
twenty-six years old and have still
not taken my vows as a homosexual.
As far as the rest of the heterosexual
world is concerned, I am still an
"alleged lesbian."
It's not like I haven't planned to
take them. It's just that something
"last minute" always ·happens, leaving_me standing alone at the altar,
federal bureau, civil office, or governmental department. How many times
I've read headlines about AVOWED
HOMOSEXUALS, friends of mine,
in the local newspaper. Not to mention my "avowed" brothers and sisters on a national level, making the
news with Dan Rather. Anyone knows
that you never make the real big time
. until you have taken your vows. "Alleged" homosexuals seldom make it
any further than idle gossip, vicious
rumors and passed notes.
Take that time back in '78. I was
just turning sixteen, had a wickedintense crush on Kate Jackson, and to
prove my undying devotion, was preparing to take my yows as a hornosex:u..al. (Back then , there was. no such
things as lesbians.) That was the year
that they decided to resurface the
floor of the county courthouse for the
first time since, the Civil War. Next
we got a lot ofrain, and to make a long
story short, over seventy percent of
the available floor space took on the
consistency of flypaper. For the next
four months, no business short of a
murder trial was conducted. Anything
of a less serious n,ature was either
postponed or rerouted to the warehouse of Ed's Comfy Couch on route
202.
Then there was the time in 1980
when I was about to take the exam for
the Third Class Radiotelephone
Operator's Permit. I figured that while
I was in Philadelphia taking the discjockey ':!xam, I would nip over and get
my homosexual vows taken care of at
the same time.I had even gone so far
as to get a cun;en,t,<;opy of,the. Philadelphia~to-Tow.anda bus schedule,
when the law w~s ch anged.No ionger
was a test ,. ven required to become a
disc-jockey. You simply sent in a post
card, and the FCC rubber-stamped it
and seni, it back. There was no space
on the card to declare any sexual preference.
The time I got vanity plates for my
pick-up, my membership at the
-YMCA, the free lottery ticket I won in
the Tri-State Megabucks (after only
27 tries!!), credit card renewals, the
list goes on and on: All golden opportunities to take my homosexual vows.
All somehow screwed up by fate, bad
weather, insufficient postage, or poor
memory.

It _is for this reason that I suggest
th_at the Trout Pond at L.L. Bean be
declared the official site for taking
and/or declaring vows based on sexual preference for Maine residents
and the unofficial, but still legally
valid site for non-resident tourists
from across the country. This is with
the natural understanding that no
sexual harassment, innuendo, or misadventure occurs on the part of the
L.L. fish residing in said Pond. This
also does not eliminate any state from
declaring their own "official" test site.
(New Hampshire might choose Lechmeres, or Pat's Peak, for example, and
Massachusetts might pick a mutually .
agreed-upon hot-pretzel vendor along
the Boston Commons.)
I know what you're thinking, but
it's really quite logical. What is the
one spot in Maine to which every resident will pay at least one visit before
death? The answer is the Trout Pond
·at-L.L: Bean. What is the ·most fa.scinatihg,' natural attraction about 'the
largest non-governmental body in the
state? The answer is the Trout Pond
at L.L. Bean. What off'.ers modern-day
life in a historic framework? The answer is the Trout Pond at L.L. Bean.
What is not only fun for the whole
family, but a positive and uplifting
spiritual experience? The answer is
the Trout Pond at L.L. Bean. What
offers the opportunity to come out of
the closet in front of several witnesses
whose discretion is predetermined?
The answer is the Trout Pond at L.L.
Bean. What has a 100% guarantee of
customer satisfaction and a history of
excellent service? The answer is L.L.
Bean. This is why I suggest the Trout
Pond at L.L. Bean and not the Maine
Aquarium.
It would be a simple matter for the
store to put up a couple of postcard
stands on either side of the Trout
Pond. The card would allow for individuals to declare their homosexuality or heterosexuality and, at the
same time, get on the mailing list for
L.L. Bean's latest catalogue. It's quick,
easy, and efficient. Even the towri has
a nice, positive sound to it.
Think about it the next time you're
in Freeport. And the next time somebody asks if you're gay or straight, tell
'em to "go fi sh!"
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Cameron Duncan
1954-1988
Cameron Duncan, age 34, died
September 5, 1988 at his home in St.
George, Maine, after a long AIDS-re· 1ated illness. He was surrounded by
his family and friends who have been
caring for him around the clock for·
the last several weeks.
Cameron was a powerful and effective speaker whose love oflife and
' love for people inspired all who heard
and knew him. Since being diagnosed
with AIDS in January, 19.86, he had
devoted much of his life to educating
the public about AIDS,. He talked
about the disease and shared extensively his personal experiences ofliving (and-later, dying) with AIDS in
front oflarge and small groups, health
care professionals, teachers and students. He served on the Maine
Governor's Committee on AIDS and
testified at legislative hearings and
other public proceedings. He was
featured in the recent TV documentary, ''Without Prejudice" on Maine
people responding to the challenge of
AIDS. (It aired on Channel 6 in Portland.)
Cameron's major passion in life
was ending hunger on this planet. He
participated extensively in the Hunger'Project and was a founding member of Results, a national citizens'
lobby to generate the political will to
end hunger and improve child health

"I Am.Free
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What is Living With AIDS?
in America and the world. He was coordinator of a World Food Day Forum
on ending hunger held at New York
City's Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art in October,
1982 in which seven members of the
U.S. House of Representatives participated. More recently, Cameron
generated, coached and supported
citizens' groups all over the country
in raising money and bringing hunger issues to the attention of their
elected representatives.
Cameron was born in Oxnard,
Ventura County, California ofan early
California pioneer family. He lived in
Santa Barbara and Ojai, California;
Richmond, Virginia; New York City;
Washington, DC; and then Maine.
His professional career included acting, set design and window display,
and his public interest work on ending hunger and AIDS issues. ·
Cameron is survived by his father
and stepmother, Perry and Roberta
Duncan of Sacramento, California,
and five brothers and sisters-Bruce,
Lansing and Jane Duncan of Santa
Barbara, and Ian and Molly Duncan
of Sacramento.
Memorial contributions may be
made to Results, 245 Second Street,
NE, Washington, D.C. 20002.

For me as the reality emerged that I would now be living with AIDS, a
particular kind of gentle urgency arose. Things, persons and issues tended to
take on a sharpness of value or importance. In this new light, clarity or
personal purpose, demand for quality in interactions, .and discarding of that
which is not essential becomes the mode of the day. In this respect, living with
AIDS has been one of the greatest gifts in my life.
Living with AIDS is really, real-ly living.
So, what are some of the things I've seen while living, real-ly livingwithAIDS?
REALLY LIVING
Real-ly living is to allow oneself the discomfort of enormous uncertainty,
Real-ly living is placing a strong emphasis on what counts,
Real-ly living is not knuckling under to discomforts,
Real-ly living is making mistakes and telling people you made them,
Real-ly Hving is telling somebody or several people everything,
Real-ly living is forgiving and healing yourself and others,
Real-ly living is being responsible for taking care of yourself,
Real-ly living is asking others for help,
Real-ly living is realizing that most everybody, truly everybody, really
wants to be of assistance, to make things better,
Real-ly living is the discovery of how valuable you are,
Real-ly living is the discovery of the profound and grace and beauty in
others,
Real-ly living is letting in the love, admiration and support of others, '
Real-ly living is letting go of outmoded self-destructive habits
Real-ly living is the discovery that ignorance breeds fear and fear breeds
death,
Real-ly living is loving yourself and being willing to charige.

Cameron Duncan, July 1988

•••

"l AM FREE, I AM UNLIMITED,
TIIERE ARE NO CHAINS THAT
BIND ME,
I AM FREE, I AM UNLIMITED,
RIGIIT NOW••. RIGlff NOW!"
And so can you be! Do you ever
wonder what being free really
means? The traditional understanding of the concept of freedom is not
enough. Being free means to feel
free in mind, body and soul.
Traditionally the idea of being free
means to enjoy personal, civil and
political liberty and to be self- ·
governed. Being free also means to
be unrestricted in opinions, choices
or independent action. Our
constitution protects this freedom.
Why is it then, that we have to spend
so much energy defending the right
to be our own individual self?
Because as a culture, a society and
especially as individuals, we have not
embodied that freedom. Our intellect may unqerstand the principle of
being free but our soul and our body
certainly do not feel it. Obviously
then true freedom comes from
within, from the core of pur being.
And until we feel free and limitless
from within, we are not going to feel
the external freedom. No one will
give it to us - we have to choose to
claim that freedom.
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The claim must be made on a soul
level. A soul-level choice to be fre_e,
my friends, is absolute unadulterated
self-empowerment in mind, body and
in the soul.
Freedom of mind means learning
to use our mind to its full potential.
It's the most powerful thing we have.
we can begin to increase the use of
that mind by identifying limiting
beliefs, and replacing those beliefs
· with positive nurturung affirmations.
You can tap into your creative right
brain to visualize your positive affirmations as if they really exist. Then
you can go about your life acting as if
this was an accomplished fact. In
other words, regain control of your
mind instead of allowing outside
negative influence to control it. You
cannot be free in the mind without
being free in the body.
Freedom of the body comes about
when you can learn to love your body
and acccept it totally as it is. Loving
every inch without guilt, without
shame and without comparison. If
you give your body love it will respond by giving you excellent health.
(Louise L. Hay addresses this issue
excellently.) The body will also tell
y9u everything you want to know
about yourself,- leam to make
frien9s with it-, that is ~·embodied
frff!dom."

Freedom of the soul, which
naturally follows f;reedom of the mind
and body, is to learn to "honor .
yourself just because you are." This
means leaving judgement behind. It
means learning to let go and trust
your inner-self to guide you, and to
take care of every thing around you,
and to love unconditionally. It's also
knowing that there are no coincidences, no accidents in life. The reality is that the energy put out is what
you attract. So make a conscious decision every moment of your life, and
know that you just are - not good,
not bad - just are. Your source of
power is to live in the moment.
In the now, believe to the core of
your being that you have the right

and the responsibility to claim and
embrace the freedom to be human,
an individual, and unlimited. Our
way to health i~ finding the balance
betwee·n this inner freedom and the
reality of the world.
I am free, Jam Unlimited.. .Right
Now... Right Now!

Doris B. Bell, R.N. C. is a counselor,
educator, workshop and group leader
in the Scarborough area.

HUMAN DMLOPMENT CONSULTANTS
The Congress Building
142 High Street, Suite Six Twenty.four

Portland, Moine 04101

(207) 772-0664
Bette K•IHkn, Ed.D.

Diane Lemay, Ed.D.

INDIVIDUAL, C'.OllPLES ANO FAMILY COUNSELING
General Devel!Jnmenlal Issues, Chemical Dependency Rec~v!'rr, Co-Dependence
and Adult Children of Alcoholics
CONSUL TING TO HOSPITALS. BUSINESSES ANO SCHOOLS
Effective Communication Skills. Stress Management and Chemical Dependency
Awareness
STRL/CTURED SELF-AWARENESS/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CO-DEPENDENTS AND
AOUL T CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
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Reagan's Newest AIDS Plan
A Call for Inaction
Many AIDS activists are dissappointed but not surprised by the Reagan administration's new AIDS
strrategy which the President an~
nounced on August 2.
Reagan's plan lar gely ignores the
highly-praised recommendations of
his own hand-picked AIDS commission, which has spent the past year
holding dozens of hearings on the
issue. The plan immediately ·drew a
slew of criticism from AIDS activists.
Rep Henry Waxman CD-Calif.), a longtime critic of the Reagan
administration's AIDS policies ,
blasted the Reagan plan's referral of
the antidiscrimination provision.
''What we don't need is another study.
What we need is leadership. Once
again the Pr_e sident is hiding."
Tim Sweeney of New Yor}{ City's
Gay Men's Health Crisis said that the
President
"issued a ca11 for
inaction"and "history will remember
his administration's tragic record of
neglect."
Reagan's single-page proposal
deals mainly in generalities, avoiding
specific recommendations and failing
to indicate how or when the policies
included would be implemented. The
commission's recommendation that
anti-discrimination legislation be extended to private industry was sidetracked as Reagan instead ordered
the Attorney General's office to "conduct an expeditious review" of the
issue.
Members of the President's AIDS
commission expressed dissappointment with Reagan's response to their
r eport. Openly gay committee member Frank Lilly said, "I think it's a
shame that a serious decision on this
matter is being postponed again."
Source: The Advocate
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Move Over CNN and MTV-Here Comes GTV-Gay Television!
A Florida-based company has announced the pr emier ofGTV, the Gay
Television Net work. Instead ofbeing
broadcast via cable or airwaves as
traditional TV, GTV will send tapes
to gay bars, restaurants and resorts.
Each month GTV "affiliates" will receive two and a halfhours of programming, complete with commercials.
Programs being produced include
''The Mating Game", "Dears" (a gay
"Cheers), "Gays of Our Lives", "Partners" (A gay "Newlywed Game") and
the "GTV News", a nationwide calendar of events, meetings and information.
GTV is promoting itself as being
the only nationwide gay television
network in the U.S. and says it is "de. signed to provide the gay community
with programming to fit our lifestyles
as well as a nationwide means of
communicating ideas, information
and contacts."
GTV originator and president Kay
Masters says, "There are 26 million
gay people in the U.S. and no one is
programming to them. GTV is going
to do just that."
GTV will premiere nationwide on
Thursday, January 12, 1989 at gay
establishments. The premiere will
serve as a nationwide AIDS benefit
for PWA's and AIDS groups and organizations nationwide.

Cancelled Visa Cards Become
Part of Quilt
When the Quilt, memorializing
people who have died from AIDS, returns to Washington in October , it
will h ave an unusual new panel: one
made from innumerable pieces ofVisa
cards, cancelled in protest of Visa's
support of the homophobic U.S. Olympic Committee.
The panel honors Dr. Tom Waddell, who in 1982 founded what was
then called the Gay Olympics. It provided a way for lesbians and gay men
to participate in sports in a supportive environment. Soon thereafter the
U.S. Olympic Committee, which had
never objected to the use of the word
"olympics" by dozens of other organizations, sued Waddell and·the Gay
Olympics for trademark infringement.
After a five-year legal battle, the
Supreme Court last year ruled fiveto-foui' in favor of the Olympic Committee.
· "The U.S. Olympic Committee let
groups hold the Senior Olympics, The

AIDS Memorial Quilt Returns
to DC
The National AIDS Memorial, a
huge quilt made of individual three
foot by six foot panels, each bearing
the name of a single persori lost to
AIDS, will be displayed on the Ellipse
across from the White House on October 8th and 9th, 1988.
Michael Smith, general manager
ofThe Names Project, said, "This display marks the first ann iversary of
the Quilt's inaugural display on the
Capitol Mall last year. Since that time,
the Quilt has been brought to more
than 20 cities across the country, helping to r aise nearly $500,000 for local
AIDS agencies." As the quilt traveled
throughout the nation it continued to
grow. This year, 8,288 individual panels will be included,.making this
display almost five times as large as
last October's. As enormous as it is,
however, the Quilt represents_only
22% of the AIDS-related deaths in the
United States.

Special Olympics, even the Rat Olympics and the Crab-Cooking Olympics,"
notes gay publisher Sasha Alyson .
"But they sued a group calling itself
the Gay Olympics. The bigotry is
clear."
Last summer, Visa announced to
cardholders that "Every t ime you use
your Visa Card, we'll contribute to
the U.S. Olympic Team." In response,
Alyson clipped his card in half and
urged others to do likewise. He used
some of the resulting Visa card pieces
to create the quilt panel. Cancelled
cards are still coming in, and Alyson
is now at work on a second, larger
banner.
"Visa still hasn't apologized for
their blatant insensitivity," notes
.Alyson, "so I'm still collecting cards."
He encouragescardhoJdel's tocutthier
cards in half, sending half to Visa
with a note of explanation, and half to
him in care of ALyson Publications,
40 Plympton St., Boston, MA 02118.
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National Teacher's Unions
Approve Gay Rights
Resolutions ·
The American·FederaticmofTe-achers (AFT) and the National Education Association (NEA), the country's
two national teachers unions, each
approved gay r ights resolutions ·at
their respective conventions this summer.
The AFT voted overwhelmingly to
"reaffirm its opposition to discrimination on the basis of sexual preference." Despite the use of the word
"reaffirm", one openly gay delegate
said the natinal organization had
never before passed a gay .r ights resolution. The.AFT alsoapproved the establishment of a gay and lesbian

caucus within the union.
At the NEA convention delegates
heartily debated and then passed the
following resolution:
"All persons, regardles!;l of sexual
orientation, should be afforded equal
opportunity within the public education system. The NEA further believes that every school district should
provide counseling for students who
are struggling with their sexual/genderorientation(s). "The delegates also
asked the NEA's staff to study ways
in which the needs ofgay students are
currently handled by school systems.
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AView from Waldo County
by Alan Kelly-Ham_m

York County Notebook
by Pat
OK, what I want to know is why is
it always grey and rainy on the day I
write my column? Not that I'm complaining-I like rainy days when the
wind blows; makes me want to burrow under a quilt and watch old
movies. Or. write.
I love watching low clouds race
al~ng over the tops of buildings and
trees. It's a gr6at time to walk the
bea.ch, too. Very little competition from
the masses who think the only thing
a beach is good for is getting a tan.
Anybody left at the water's edge in
October probably lives within a short
distance of it.
I'm enjoying too, watching the
leaves turn. There are trees on Rt. 1
in Kennebunk that are all green except for one branch-and that one
branch will be scarlet, uncompromising]y brilliant scarlet. I wonder why?
Later, whole tops of trees will tumor .e ntire sides, depending on temperature and wind direction.
The trees around the Port and
Kennebunk seem to be changing color
sooner than those in others areas this
year. But then, we seem to u_sually do
pretty well in the Autumn leaf department. I rarely feel the need to go ·
traipsing off in search of picture
postcard views-we've got them right
here!
Speaking of traipsing off though,
P., ·D., R. and I are all packing up for
a tour of the coast. The itinerary is
purposely being left open to accommodate everyone's whims but we all
agree that Perry's Nut House in Belfast is a must. Watch for a travel log
next month!
· One thing that's not on our list of
places to go but which is a popular
place to stop and be photographed is
the intersection at Goose Rock's Beach
where Rt. 9 crosses the Dyke Rd.
(Honest!) I'm sure the name originally had to do with the marsh nearby .
but I'd prefer to fantasize that maybe
there was a whole colony out there
somewhere. Dream on ...
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p . and J . have been out camping on
their land for several weekends. C.
and D. have decided to give it a try
too, only they're going to· drive "~p
country" I've been getting up early m
the morning and just driving some of
the back roads I haven't been on for a
while. Maybe it has something to do
with the geese flying South. I understand that barnyard geese and ducks
and occasionally even chickens and
turkeys will flap around their pens
when the wild geese fly by. Maybe
that's what \ve're all doing, too.
Still haven't finished Sticks and
~ ; my reading time has been
minimal lately. I did pick up a copy of
a book of poems called NotVanishine:
by Chrystos. ~ powerful. Look for
it.
I only found · out_ recently that
Bookland, Saco carries Our Paper.
Yay, Bookland! But the best thing
was when I went in looking for a copy
and was told "Sorry, we must be out.
We go through quite a few." ·
If you're looking for a inexpensive
dinner now and then, the Masonic
Hall in West Kennebunk serves a
wicked good bean supper from 5-7
p.m. on the third Saturday of every
month. Under $4 per person is my
idea of a great night out. You'll probably have to wait.in line, but it's worth
it.
Did you go to Washington? I realized the other day that October 11 is
the one year anniversary. Where does
the time go? C. and I rode down together on the bus. It was chilly and
cramped (next time we'll take pillows
and blankets). Our driver, Norman,
told lousy jokes and hit every pothole
between Portland and D.C. but I
wouldn't have missed it for the world.
I'll be wearing ~Y pink triangle button on the 11th and you bet I'll tell
anyone who asks what it's for!
Enough said.
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This blank sheet of paper has been
staring me in the _face for nearly a
week. Every day the deadline for my
article draws nearer. This piece is
much more difficult to write than
usual. I'm caught in a struggle between images and words. How do I
capture on a few sheets of paper the
essence ofmy experience? Each sentence falls flat in my attempt to reconstruct the fullness of the past few
months. My brain is a swirling vortex
of memories and emotions. A great
sadness is just below the surface
waiting to break through. Every day
since last Monday has been too full,
too busy to allow nie the luxury of
simply feeling.
Last Monday Cameron died. His
body finally gave out after a two and
a half year struggle with AIDS. His
physical body is gone, but his spirit
lives on.
I wasn't one of Cameron's closest
friends. In another time I would perhaps never have known him. We would
have traveled 011 very different roads.
But because of when and where we
are, our paths did cross on many occa.
sions.
I first met Cameron one dreary
Saturday afternoon a few months after we had moved to Searsport. Miles
and I were sitting in the Belfast Cafe,
both of us feeling as blah as the
weather. We looked up as the door
opened to admit four attractive and ·
undoubtedly· "GAY" men. Cursory
cruising rituals were performed by
all. ·"I know that blonde man from
somewhere," claimed Miles. I glanced
in the blonde's direction and sure
enough he was coming over to our
table. "Hi, I'm Cameron, don't I know
you?" As they talked, a distant memory was pulled out of a very intense
weekend spent in Cameron's NYC loft
a decade before. Tables were shifted
and our two groups became one. Thus
Cameron entered our lives.
My first impression was of a man
who was tremendously comfortable
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with himself. As we talked in the Cafe,
he never once lowered his voice at the
mention of the word "gay". I found my
self preservation reflexes fluttering a ·
bit as he told us wonderfully funny
tales of gay life as he experienced it.
Those eavesdropping cafe patrons got
a lot for the price of a cup of coffee that
Saturday. Here was clearly a man
who liked who he was. As Miles and I
drove out of Belfast that night, we
stopped wondering how long it would
be before the locals had figured out we
were queer.
We saw Cameron sporadically
through the winter. Whenever we
found ourselves in Camden we would
make plans to visit his household.
Though outwardly friendly he seemed
preoccupied, not fully there for .us.
Often he would disappear upstrurs,
leaving us with his roommates. Our
visits to see him gradually ceased. At
the time it seemed like a near connection-another relationship that didn't
have enough common ground to sustain it. Early that spring Cameron
told us he had AIDS.
Not long afterwards- I heard that
Cameron was to speak at the Waldo
County AIDS Awareness Day. I still
hold dear the image of him on stage
that morning, small, vulnerable, a
little nervous. He began by rising
and slowly turning around full circle
for the audience. After a moment of
dramatic silence, he quipped "that
was for all of you who've never seen a
real li".e person with AIDS." The
audience was his from that moment
· on. For the entire time he was before
the audience, he spoke from the heart.
He answered questions openly and
honestly. He cried as he relate'd the
continued on page 7
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Waldo County
contin.ued from page 6

story of how he told his parents he
had AIDS. No question was too personal. He gave his all in front of an
audience of several hundred people
and whirling television cameras. He
spoke candidly about being gay and
what that was like for him. Never
once did he "tone it .down" to make
himself "acceptable". This was the
same outrageous honesty I remembered from the Belfast Cafe.
Later that day after he was fea-·
tured on the six o'clock news, a Belfast restaurant disposed of all the
dinner dishes he had eaten from. The
next day the plumbing crew he had
hired to finish his bathroom refused
to come back. They balked at working for someone with AIDS.
Instead of flying into a rage over
their actions, Cameron sought out
their boss and worked quietly to
educate him and present him with
the facts. Within a week his toilet
had been installed. I heard him later
refer to the crew boss as "a good
man."
Throughout the next year he continued to work tirelessly. He spoke
before countl~ss audiences, high
school groups and educational forums. I seldom heard a local radio or
TV talk show on AIDS that didn't
feature Cameron ..His name became
a household word for nearly everyone
involved with AIDS education in this
state. He had more lesbian groupies
than Lily Thomlin. Cameron was a
member of the State Advisory Committee on AIDS. He knew best what
hjs needs as a PWA were, and he
wanted to make shre those who govern us did also. As a local newspaper
put it, "he was the premier educator
on AIDS in Maine."
This past June, Cameron attended
a dinner at our house. I hadn't seen
him in nearly three months and I was
struck at how rapidly he seemed to be
aging. Thinning hair and a delicate
fragile appearence were the most

obvious signs. By nine o'clock he had
excused himself from the party to
take a much needed nap. He spent the
night, as he just didn't have the energy to make the hour long drive home.
By July another reason for concern
be·c ame apparent: a tumor was growing in his stomach. He made what
must have been an agonizing decision-he would not subject his weakening body to the debilitating effects
ofradiation and chemotherapy. It was
his decision to die as clearly and as
consciously as he had lived.
During those final weeks in August his physical deterioration was
dramatic. One evening as I was preparing to leave him I found myself
studying his shrunken sleeping face.
It must have been a long moment that
·I watched him, unaware that he could
see me. As I came out of my trancelike state his eyes were on mine. He
said simply,. "it's amazing, isn't it?"
More words were unnecessary; he
knew what I was seeing. He suffered
greatly from long bouts of hiccups
that were a result of the enlarged
fomor pressing against his diaphram.
Though his body failed him he retained a sense of wry humor. We had
a running joke about him being a
"terminal host." On Saturday, the last
time we saw him, he was weak, barely
able to hold his head up. Propped up
on pillows, he greeted us with a real
wave of his hand. "Hi, guys, can I get
you some seltzer water and raspberry
juice?"
To visit with Cameron during those
final weeks was to be enveloped in a
sense of well being. Those dedicated
women and men who made up his
primary support team filled his home
with love and warmth. They were
family caring for one of their own. I
came to cherish those hugs so freely
given in that house overlooking the
St. George River. Near strangers developed a shared intimacy that few

people know. Cameron's dad, Perry,
was there for him those last weeks. A
more loving, devoted parent I have
never seen. Through watching this
father and son together, I came to
have a better understanding of how
Cameron became who he was.
So often after one of our visits Miles
and I would leave carrying with us a
sense of contentment, an awareness
that something was very right in the
world. I think we both felt a sense of
awe at being allowed to play a role in
a very special production.
On Satur~ay, September 2, we
made our last trip to see Cameron.We
arrived, two more visitors to add to an
already full house. The morphine that
was used to dull the pain kept him
sedated, but medicated as he was, his
mind still functioned. Though groggy,
he participated in a discussion on a
proposed AIDS bill. He knew what
was happening in the outside world-

-

he cared that Bush and Dukakis were
running neck in neck. As the after- ,
noon gave way to evening only three of
us remained ..We took turns sitting silently with him as he slept. Gentle
hands held his head when he was sick.
Finger strokes soothed him, allowing
brief periods of calming rest.
The last image I am left with is of
four men: Michael, Christlike in appearance, gentlymassagingCameron's
fluid swollen feet; Miles rocking quietly, stroking and holding a thin, tiny
hand; and me, from my vantage point,
half-sitting, half-lying at the head of
the bed, gazing down on this other
worldly scene. I feel an etheral bonding to these gentle souls gath ered
together perhaps for the last time.
Even as his life passed from him, the
magic still worked.
As I bent to kiss him goodbye that
night I saw in his eyes that that would
be our last. Goodnight, Cameron, and
thanks.

C<Jf!l~ jo_in us ~t
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80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine
207-623-4041

We have no strangersonlyfriends
you haven't met
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I was probably in lot of tourist
snapshots this past summer. As they
clicked and fiddled with their cameras across the slowly shifting decks
of the Island Romance, I was there.
And I will also be there at their Ohio
and Boston slide ·shows this coming
winter behind the two elderly sisters
in identical nautical scarves, sprawled
Pieta-like across the bright yellow
docking ropes; or next to the blonde
wife who strikes a pin-up pose and
pushes her breasts toward the cam. era and her husband behind it. I will
probably be hanging my rather large
head over the rim of the boat in that
one. I get mesmerized by the wake
and how it cuts and pushes away from
the red water line below me. I have
lived on this bay a long time, but I feel
like this is the first year I've spent out

H

in the islands. I have always loved
the beach and I needed to find methods of getting there without a car. I
am not a driver. Ken was, but now
Ken is dead.
I had a dream .last night. I was
performing in a dance, (that is, after
all, what I do in waking life ... ) that
was unfinished and poorly made.
There were many couples in the dance,
and Ken was my partner. We all had
to improvise wildly to fill the gaps left
by the missing choreographer. I chose
to fall and have Ken catch me, but our
timing was off and repeatedly I
crashed on the floor on my shoulder,
my hip, my hands. It was going badly.
People were walking out and others
stayed to boo. I remember cursing
under my breath at Ken, asking him
to be more sensitive to what was
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happening, what could happen. It
ended as once more I slipped from his
sweaty, jittery grasp.
Ken, as it turns out, was always
more sensitive about things than he
got credit for. There was a period of
weeks when I refused to believe the
diagnosis that would eventually put
me on these ferry rides alone.
But he knew in a way how it would
transpire, and he prepared himself
for it all just as carefully as he used to
prepare hot milk for me on nights
when I couldn't sleep. He would make
sure the temperature was right, not
to burn my lips, and lovingly proffer it
in my favorite ceramic mug. I shattered that mug in a rage two weeks
ago. Now, like everything else, I miss
it desperately.
Sleeping alone has been difficult. I
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Just complete this form and return it with your registration fee to:
The AIDS Project, P.O . Box 4096, Portland, Maine 04101.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22 , 1988
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Registration fee is $10.00 per person due as soon as possible, but no later
than October 15, 1966. Student registration is $5.00

T.:.SHIRT SIZE :

_ _s

_ _M _ _ L _ _XL

The Bike For Hope Bike-A-Thon will be held on Saturqay, October 22, 1966 .
It will consist of .a round trip from Portland to Cousins Lsland. It will
be a total of 27 miles. Details of the route and other important information
will be sent to you (along with a T-Shirt) upon receipt of this registration form.
THE BELOW WAIVER MUST BE SIGNED BY ALL PARTICIPANTS:
· In signing this waiver,! acknowledge that I understand the intent thereof, and I hereby agree and will absolve and hold harmless: The AIDS Project,
Portland, Maine, sponsors and cooperating organizations, and any other
parties connected with this event in any way, singly or collectively, from
and against any blame and liability for any injury, misadventure, harm , loss,
inconvenience or damage hereby suffered or sustained as a result of participation in the Bike For Hope Bike-A-Thon or any activities associated herewith. ·1 also hereby· consent to and permit emergency treatment in the event
of injury or illness. ·

SIGNED (parent or guardian if under 16)

"The jourrtey of a thousand miles begins with the first step."
Chinese proverb
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sprawl and thrash across our big bed
like a jellyfish a~ the edge of the surf.
When Ken had to move to the hospital, it was terrible. I seesawed back
and forth between horror and a queer
feeling of peace. I will admit that I did
not miss the ruthless alarm clock at
regular medication intervals or the
nightmare of sweat and shit.
Ken's beautiful body seemed to curl
upon itselflike a leaf blown from its
· tree after entering the hospital the
last time. I force myself to think ofit
in the midst of all the sunshine, because it seems like betrayal to let go of
any of it. I still have the hand cloth I
used to wipe and cool his forehead in
the hospital, and ifl sniff very deep, it
still smells faintly of his body.
At one point in our relationship,
even before Ken got sick, we used to
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Seventh-day Adventist Kinship
International, Inc.
P.O. Box 3840, Los Angeles, CA 90078-3840
Phone (213) 876-20i'6
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Adult Children
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Alcoholics
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Grandchildren
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THERAPY GROUP
Starting October 4. 1988
Tuesdays, 1:30 - 3:00 P.M.

$30 per session - insurance reimbursable
Facilitator: Libbet Cone, MSW, LCSW, has been
working professionally with dysfunctional families
and systems since 1976.
Call n2-0990 for information.
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ironically discuss romantic ways of
lives there changes residence?Merely
doing ourselves in. My personal faan object as curious as any other. It
vorite was drowning,. Just walk into ·
can be analyzed and poked in the
thesurfandonlyretumbytide. When
same ways, even cut up like cake or
paper.
he was really ill, we put those discussions far back in the dusty closets of
I think this as. my hands swirl
our minds, but for me the drowning
patterns in wet sand. I squat at the
fantasy would resurface like the inshoreline. There is no one else here
evitable corpse itself. I saw Ken's
today, only the remnants . of their
poor shrunken frame finally unfurlpresence. Near my blanket there is
ing like a flag among patches of glislarge rock partly submerged in the
tening seaweed, until I thought,-"How
sand where teenagers, I assume, have
stupid and lonely.'!
broken several bottles and the shards
This past week I have collected a
lay in a totemic circle, glittering and
number of beautiful rocks from my
foul upon the white sand. Ken hated
favorite beach. Each one is completely
the disturbance of nature by man.
different in color, shape, character.
Each vacation for us seemed to pose
They even changed in subtle ways
the challenge; how far back in these
with the transition from shore to my
woods can we go? How long downriver
table at home. One that was violently
before the powerlines disappear and
orange when I plucked it streaming
the pines rise up around like the walls
of a cathedral?
from the surf is now pleasantly biscuit colored as it sits nestled among
Once we climbed to the top of a
rather a large mountain in the westthe others. We-- are so attached to
ern part of the state. I was deterobjects, aren't we? I have many of
Ken's old clothes. I gave all of the
mined to take some photographs of
really goocJ. ones to the Salvation Army
Ken on that trip, so I made the climb
store, but there was something about
slowly, my Nikon bouncing off my
the various items that he lived in
chest as I negotiated the trail. At one
daily that I couldn't part with. Even
point, Ken disappeared before me
the sweatshirt he was wearing V-'hen
among the trees. As I followed lagwe first met (eight years ago) sits
ging, I came across pieces ofhis outfit,
nestled like my little rock among the
left in the dust like Diana's apples.
garments in a bottom drawer. He was
The last item was his undershorts,
so beautifully unconcious of his afand I rounded the corner where they'd
fect! Everyone else would be involved
lain to find Ken stepping naked and
in a fad, trying a new look, pushing
golden from a small pond. I took a
the edge for a fashion scandal. Ken
picture of him. One foot is delicately
continued to arrive in his corduroys
poised on the shore, the other still
and T-shirts, the uruform ofhis life as
spreading a circle of light across the
a painter and person.
water. His dying was somehow like
I have recently found myself with a
that picture and for two weeks after
need to objectify the body. This has
he was gone, I slept with it beside the
been difficult, since, as I told you, I am
bed.
a dancer. It was probably all those
I was there at the exact moment he
months of Ken losing parts ofhis. His
died. It was not a big deal in compariweight, his hair, on and on. The
. son to the countless dramas of pain
gfamor that bodies can provide will
and sadness we had gone through.
twist back until all that seems left are
But I almost missed being there. I
shuddering ribs and bloodied eyes,
had gone to get some breakfast after
attached to various dripping bags and,
a terrible night of holding his hand
softly beepingmachines. I have never
and listening to the weary ra_sp of his
considered myself a overtly morbid
lungs. As I was vacantly sipping
person, but the deterioration of my
coffee, something told me to return to
one true lover's body will never leave
the hospital as soon as possible. I
the comer of my mind's eye. What is
threw my money onto the counter and
a body anyhow, after the person who
ran up the four flights of stairs to
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Ken's room. Just as I drew near the
I could still faintly hear the singing of
bed, the minimal rise and fall of his
the church members, although in my
chest stopped and his shoulders
panic, it had accelerated to screams
seemed to let go and relax back into
and moans. I though to myself, "Are
his pillow.
they in pain? Enraged? Frightened
Now I spend as much time as posfor the poor little drowning boy?'' I felt
sible by the rise and fall of a different
like that as I came back to myselfwith
tide, the one that laps the shore of
the bump of the ferry up to the wharf.
Long Island Beach. Yesterday as I
Submerged and powerless. I wiped
waited for the return ferry, dangling
my eyes and put on my sunglasses to
my legs from the tall dock, a small, old
board.Across the bay, the.waning sun
man in a filthy cap came and obligpeeked through small rips in the
ingly sat next to me. He began to tell
gilded clouds, sending enormous bars
me bad jokes. He was roaring drunk,
oflight tumbling to the water. It was
probably a notorious island drunk,
a beautiful prison out there in the
the kind who provides fodder for the
bay. I only hoped that someday soon
gossip of widows. Usually my reacI would escape it.
tion would be to icily deter someone
on this bent, but he was enjoying
himself immensely, laughing loudly
I
and punctuating the ends of stories
with a wink and saying "God damn
fools!" as ifhe and I were exempt from
this status. Eventually the ferry came
swinging around the huge bend be- ·
"I'm g1ad that you're reading Qlll,
tween the islands toward us. He left
~right
now. It means that you're ~
off with one final story that included
part
of
a
network of gay people
several French~en, and as his small,
throughout
the
state. Throughout the
weaving back receded up the road
world
for
that
matter.
We all have a
leading to the heart of the island, I
'
lot
in
common.
'
began to miss him. I cried. Who
First
of
all
we
self-identify.
We
understands the mechanism of grief?
know that we are gay. We've told ourHow it shuts on and off? How difficult
selves that we are and many of us
it is for me to see myselfin love again,
have told our friends, our parents and
with someone else! I laid back on the
our co-workers and bosses. We have
warm boards of the dock and as my
many uncomfortable moments in
ears filled with tears and my lip ran · - common.
wet, I suddenly remembered another
Secondly, we care about each other.
water image from my past.
.
Maybe because we know we have to
I was being baptized at seven in my
because others may not. We reach out
father's crazy Pentecostal church.
to one another because we've known
There was kind of deep font next to
what it's ·like to be alone and unthe pulpit, normally hidden by red
counted.
velvet curtains. On this day it stood
· Thirdly, we're, facing the future
opened to the entire congregation,
together. We feel a rush when we've
~yself and the preacher knee deep in
had the courage to come out to someit. The people began to sing and sway.
one. Or to kiss each other in the airFar in the back rows I could see my
port. Bangor airport.
parents; my father with his eyes rivWe have a long way to go. As indieted like stone to the preacher, my
viduals and as a group.
mother bent deep over her hymn book.
I'm glad you're here with me."
Was she crying? I was, certainly. With
-Eric Gordon
a swift muscular movement, the
preacher threw my little body, hinging back into the water. I smelled the
after shave on his wrists before my
head flew back and under. Submerged
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Inspiring Stories

Take the Next Step
As National Coming Out Day draws
near, itis clearly evident that this day
will be celebrated by people from coast
to coast. Excitement is building in the
gay community as thousands oflesbians and gay men plan to "take their
next step" by participating in special
events planned in cities and towns
nationwide.
Last year's October 11 March on
Washington energized the gay community across the country, as it took
our strength and spirit to the nation's
capitol. This year the strength comes
home, to the local grassroots organizations that are the backbone of the
gay movement. Coordinated by National Gay Rights Advocates and co. sponsored by The Experience Weekend, the event is a reminder to all gay
men and lesbians that the time has
come to go forward in the campaign
for civil rights, the time has come for
them to "take their next step."
To excite the gay and lesbian organizations in local communities, the
organizing body ofNCOD has begun
a large scale campaign ofits own. The
national media has been put on the
alert, three full time staff members
have been hired by NGRA to work
exclusively on the event and "Coming
Out Kits" have been mailed to thousands or grassroots gay organizations
nationwide. The kits, which include
dozens of different ideas for "coming
out" from acknowledging the "those
roses are not from your mother" to
"organizing a demonstration for gay
rights" are inspiring local organizations to call NCOD to share other
ideas about "how to· come out". ,In
fact, phones at official NCOD headquarters are ringing off the hook with
reports of dances, dinners, seminars,
letter writing campaigns and celebrations that are in the works.
'
NCOD is making available a wide
variety of support materials to groups
coming on board as Official Event
Sponsors including buttons, bumper
stickers, key chains and lapel pins.

The staff has put together a set of
guidelines on how to go about obtaining media support as well as an informational circular on how to start a
gay support group. Artist Keith Haring has designed an original poster to
celebrate the event·and there will be
a commemorative journal in which
individuals, businesses and organizations can place personal statements.
"National Coming Out Day is catching on all over the country," says Jean
O'Leary, Executive Director ofNGRA
and Co-Chair of NCOD. Rob Eichberg, founder of the Experience Weekend and O'Leary's co-chair ofthe event
adds, "It's. definitely an idea whose
time has come." O'Leary continued,
saying "We· are working round the
clock preparing for this October 11th.
Last year's march clearly showed that,
even in the face of the deadly AIDS
epidemic, our community is vibrant
and growing. We need, more than
ever, an annual event to celebrate
life, one that will help us renew our
commitments to one another. Ours is
a community that is coming out of the
closet forever." ·
The NCOD campaign encourages
every gay man and lesbian to "take
their next step" this October 11th, a
step that for each individual is intensly personal.Jean O'Leary adds, "The
Official Coming Out Kits can only
offer suggestions for next steps; people
must choose what is best for them."
O'Leary goes on to say, "Some
people may acknowledge to themselves for the first time that they are
gay or lesbian; while others may come
out to a friend or family members.
One thing is certain. No matter how
far in the closet, or out of the closet, we
are: we all have a next step."
For more information about NCOD,
and to-·oofain Official Coming Ou~
Kits, contact National Gay Rights Advocates at (213) 650-6200 or write to
8380 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 202,
West Hollywood, CA 90069

Hours: Mon.-Sat.
10 am til 5 pm •

.
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"I was home from college and I
wanted to come out to my dad while I
was home. We were watching a football game on tv and I had decided that
I'd come out to him when the game
was over. Much to my dismay, however, after the game ended another
one started! By this time·I was bursting with anxiety and I just couldn't
wait any longer. I told him I had
something important to tell him that
couldn't wait. He shut off the football
game, I came out to him and it all
worked out ok-he told me that he
still loved me-coming out hadn't
. changed that."
·
-Doug Dunton

•••
"I remember coming out in Boston
in the late seventies. It was a careful
process for me and consisted of many
steps. First, I came across a newspaper that showed where the gay clubs
were. Then, I actually found a place.
Later, after much walking back and
forth in front of the place, I went
inside .... in the afternoon ... to ask what
the drink prices were. Finally, I went
back ... at night.. .and I brought a newspaper to read, and I soon noticed that
nobody else was doing that."
--Dick Harrison

•••
"When I came out I fell in love with
my music conductor. When he said he
was gay, I realized that I was, too."
-Steve Hardy

•••

(The following narrative is excerpted·
from an interview with members of
Wilde-Stein, the gay and lesbian group
.at the University of Maine.)
Lois, Wilde-Stein member, described the problems they had realizing that they differ from the social
norm. They consider it a continuous
struggle to come out of the closet;
explaining, without excusing, their
sexuality to those close to them.
"I went through pretty much a year
of hell, trying to figure out, 'Lois,
what are you doing? You're not supposed to like this. This isn't supposed
to be right. You aren't supposed to be
happy with another·woman.-What
is this, lesbian?No, thatcan'tbeyoumiddle class America, honor student,
the whole bit. Something's wrong.' It
took a lot of soul searching, and a lot
of crying just to figure out who I was
and what I wanted. To come to grips
and say 'Yes, I'm happy with it.'
Lois said she wasn't ready to have
her last name published; that the
interview itself is a big step for me, as
far as .corning out. Why don't I want
my name used? St.Pierre. Go ahead

and put it in there. This is a huge step.
There are professors, with whom I'm
well established, who don't know I'm
gay. They're people I respect a lot,
and I fear losing their respect; fear
losing respect for them, if they react
differently to me. If they are homophobic about it, that's going to cause
me to lose respect for them. These are
people I admire. That's going to be
difficult."
Lois St. Pierre said [of Charlie
Howard's murder], "ltbroughtitvery
close to home. I t made [gay and lesbian persecution] very personal to
me." She said demonstrations such as
the candle-light protest march held
after the killing were vital to public
awareness of the crime. "If there was
never a march and nobody ever made
anything ofit, it would be forgotten . It
wouldn't be an issue .. .it would be 'So
what, a gay man was killed in Bangor.' Nobody would care. You have to
be heard."
--Lois St.Pierre

•••

"I came out to my brother, who
lives halfway across the country, over
the phone when I was 21. I told him,
'Oh, by the way, l'm in love!' (and I
was!). He asked, 'Well, who is she?' to
which I immediately replied, 'Well,
what makes you think it's a she?' He
understood what I was trying to con- .
vey and when I "officially'' came out to
him via an extremely long and exhuberant letter several weeks later,
he replied with his usual mix ofhumor
and understanding. He wrote back to
me, 'So now that you are out of the
laundry room .. .er, kitchen cupboard,
what do you think of this: I am actually a green-toed Martian that Mom
and Dad adopted 2 1/2 years before
you were born. Wild, eh?' I knew right
then that I was lucky to have him as
my brother and ecstatic that I had
come out to him."
-Peter S. Karasopoulos

••••
"I had been out for about two
months but I feel like I came out "officially" at Symposium XI iri 1985 in
Orono. I got up to introduce Diane
Elze and I said (to several hundred
people), 'this is my coming out party!'
Everyone clapped and cheered-it was
wonderful!"
-Ray Bemis

•••
"Actually, I've rarely come out to
anyone-that is, sat down and told
someone I am gay. With my family, I
just went about my business, dating
and living with men, not trying to
hide anything but not talking about
my gayness either. I don't really know

•
duty, I spent about a year living with
my mother and working at CrosbyLaughlin in Portland. My mother
gradually figured out why I never
.talked about any men in my life and
accepted it without much overt reaction. One of the few times she indirectly referred to my lesbianism was
just before I left for college-she suggested that while I was at school, I
should be "discreet."
I guess I didn't follow her advicethree months after I started school, I
had already begun to confront the
militaristic homophobia of the ROTC
program by sueing the U.S. Army on
the grounds that its policies towards
homosexuals in the military were
unconstitutional. When I was "disenrolled" from the ROTC program at
the University of Maine, I wrote a
long letter to my father, a 30-year
Army veteran at the time still on
"I had a friendship with a couple of
active duty, explaining why i felt I
men, both of whom I suspected were
had to fight the decision in court. His
gay. I knew I was, but I wasn't really
reply had engraved itselfinto my head
sure how to al)proach thfiln.. I overand heart. He wrote, "I can hardly
heard one of them talking to a female wait until the name Matthews is as
friend about "The Weekend" and I
famous as Miranda in court preceguessed that it was the Gay and Lesdepce. I am behind you 100%."
bian Symposium he was talking about.
-Diane Matthews
After awhile, it became apparent that
we were gay. It was subtle. It was
good for me because I met some outgoing and healthy people who made me
"Some people may acknowledge to
feel good about who I am."
themselves for the first time that they
--Etienne B. Goode
are gay or lesbian, while others may
come out to a friend or family members. One thing is certain: No matter ·
how far in the closet or out of the
"During the summer of my last
closet we are, we all have a next step."
year in the military (while stationed
-Jean O'Leary, Organizer
in Germany), I started taking picNational Gay Rights Advocates
tures for the Kitzingen community
women's softball team and soon became the "official" team photographer.
I got to know the women on the team
"I got to know a friend my freshquite well and as time went on, I realman year in college who was gay and
ized most of them, including a woman
I finally stopped pretending and alfrom my section who was a close ftj.end,
lowed myself to look and to feel. I
were lesbians. I wasn't shocked or
remember that same year I came out
disgusted, and I still remember the
to my mom on the phone. It wasn't
incident that started me thinking hard
easy, but luckily she was her usual
about my own sexuality. I was walksupportive self."
ing around the grounds of the annual
-Bill
German-American C~rnival with
Karin, the woman from my section,
when she went over to talk with another .woman on the softball team.
"I came out recently to a friend who
When she came back, she had a funny,
I went to high school with. She asked
almost embarrassed, look on her face.
me what my life was like now and I
I asked what they had talked about
said, 'You don't really want to know
and she said that the other woman
what's
happening in my life, do you?'
had asked her ifl were gay. Karin had
I instantly realized that I was the one
said no. The other woman had laughed
being homophobic by not wanting to
and said, "That's too bad." After that,
tell her about myself, so I came out to
the idea ofwomen loving women began
her and it was great.Not only was she
to sink in and I soon realized I had
very positive, but I also conquered
found what had been missing in my
-some of my own homophobia"
relationships with men. Soon after,
-Cindy Dean
the strong emotional relationship I
had with Karin became an equally
strong physical relationship.
.k
After I was discharged from active

at what point they figured it out. I do
know that people aren't dumb and
familiesusuallyrealizeafamily~ember is gay or lesbian long before we
choose to tell them. Basically, I'm a
chicken and take the easy way out
whenever possible.
·
"I do remember once corning out to
a woman I was dating. It was the first
and only time I took a Quaalude. The
drug acted as a sort of truth serum. It
made me very relaxed and wanting to .
talk uninhibitedly. Of course, she
wasn't surprised. Ironically, thatnight
was one of the few times we ever
spent the night together. We remained
close friends for a long time afterwards."
--Fred Berger

•••

•••

•••

•••

Ideas for Coming Out
-Take a lover/partner home for the
holidays.
-Corne out to your family-parents,
brothers and/or sisters.
-Circulate a petition in your office in
support of a gay rights initiative.
-Put your lover's photo on your desk
at work.
-Consider leaving the "Joy of Lesbian Sex"·in your bookcase when mom
·
visits.
-Move your favorite "fantasy" man's
poster to a prominent place in your
house.
-Stop lying to your fraternity brother
about all the women you've had.
-Go to your l9cal jeweler with your
lover to shop for matching rings.
-Register your china pattern when
you and your partner make a commitment.
-Send flowers to someone special
and don't use initials on the card.
-Acknowledge that "those roses" are
not from your mother.
-Wear an openly gay symbol or but-'
ton for an entire week.
-Call a radio talk show and introduce a gay/lesbian topic.
-Tell a friend you are going climbing
with a gay hiking club.
-Read a gay paper on the bus or in a
restaurant.
-Write a letter to the editor of your
local newspaper commenting on gay
coverage or lack of coverage.
-Contact your local university and
offer to answer · questions for the
Human Sexuality class.
-Call him a him and her a her when
talking about youdove life.
-Write a check to a gay organization

using the full name of the organization.
--Write a letter to your Senator or
Congressperson in support oflesbian/
gay rights,
-Take a straight friend to a lesbian/
gay event.
-Invite your straight and gay friends
to the sarne ·party.
-Holds hands publicly.
-Have both of your names on your
magazine subscriptions.
-Check into a hotel under Mr. and
Mr. or Ms. and Ms.
-Speak the truth when asked, "so are
you engaged yet?"
-Tell three people that you are gay.
-Visit a basically straight bookstore
that sells lesbianfgay titles and openly
browse.
-Answer the 1990 Census truthfully.
-Include your gay family in traditional family or religious functions.
-Come out to your landlord, neighbors and co-workers.
-Be affectionate with your lover or
partner upon arrival or departure at
the airport.
-Put your National Coming Out Day
bumper sticker on your car.
-Confront your co-workers about a
bigoted joke or comment.
-Re'cognize that moms and dads
aren't all straight-become a foster
parent.
-Volunteer to be a Big Brother or Big
Sister.
-Organize a march or demonstration
for lesbian/gay rights.
-Boycott a company or organization
that discriminates.

•••

Simple elegance for
incurable romantics
who may be fools for love •••
but not when it comes to where they stay •••
or what they pay.
· Our Off-Season rates apply this Fall
MC I Visa accepted, open year round
Sunny Autumn days and crisp nights possible
Harvest Hoon plausible
Affairs of the Heart probable •••

(508) 487-9665
· cape Cod, Massachusetts
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The Speedreader
.by james one
Speaking of libraries, the big story
nationally last year was the announcement in Random House Dictionary
that "lie-berry" was now the preferred pronunciation of ~ha:t word.
But the big story in Maine~was that
the Maine Library Association (MLA)
had agreed to provide more gay literature for its readers, not simply by
putting it on the shelves of city libraries but also defiveringit to small towns
in a bookmobile.
· Bookmobiles were these bus-sized
lending libraries that once served
readers in rural areas. Piloted by
intrepid driver-librarians, bookmobiles carried thousands of books into
the hinterlands and made scheduled
stops in farmyards and factory parking Jots. But rising prices had killed
off the bookmobiles one by one until,
by the l 980's, like dirigibles and ocean
liners, they were virtually extinct.
The MLA challenged an automotive engineering firm to design a fast,
small efficient new bookmobile and
the firm responded with The
Speedreader, a compact, cone-shaped,
needle-nosed, vibrationless, threewheel vehicle equipped with an aircooled, rear mounted 22,000 lb-static
thrust rocket engine burning a mixture of liquid natural gas and hydrogen peroxide. Capable of highway
speeds ofup to 900 mph, this state-ofthe-art bookmobile would be able to
serve gay readers all over the state,
by itself, daily. ·
When manufacture of the vehicle
· was completed, a search for a driver
began. It would take a special person
to drive a vehicle as special as the The
Speedreader; a person who was quickwitted, stout-hearted, self-reliant,
even-tempered, soft~spoken and wellread; in short, a person (as they say in
Yiddish) with hyphens. Many brave
and beautiful lesbians and gay men
applied for the job but it went finally
to a heterosexual creep named Oyd
Wberrv.
·

p A p ( H

good, God-fearing American is crossingthe road to get her mail or visit her
neighbor or just to get to the other
side, and she's shot by a bullet that
weighs two tons and has a diameter of
seven feet-there aren't going to pe
any remains."
·
"Listen yourself, yourself," retorted
the libraries, taking a new tack. "You
talk about Americans like they're a
bunch ofhelpless sitting ducks. Well,
we don't see the weak American you
see. We see .an America as proud as
the eagle that is its symbol, as strong
"Why was this Oyd Wherry choas the eagle's talons, as free as the
sen?" the gay community asked in
eagle's mighty wings ... " '
angry astonishment. The librarians
"Gee whiz," murmured the critics
of The Speedre~der, "since you put it
on the committee that had hired him
explained that testing and driving a
like that... "
It was part of the MLA's public
vehicle so unique and powerful was a
relations strategy to unveil The
dangerous undertaking, so whenever
Speedreader at an historic place on a
they had interviewed a fine, bright,
significant date-ideally, at the town
capable man or woman who was nght
which boasted the state's oldest taxfor the job, they had firmly rejected
supported library, on the lOOth annihim or her on the grounds that they
versary of the founding of the first
didn't want someone so good to get
U.S. librarian school. ·
.
killed, or even slightly disfigured.
Then this Oyd Wherry ~pplied for
However, thanks to unexpected
the job. He was a small, feisty, arrodelays in the testing of the vehicle,
gant humorless man-a butt-hole.
both the time and the place had to be
The committee felt instantly that he
changed again and again. Eventually
was the guy to drive The Speedreader
the debut of The Speedreader was
because ifhe was killed while testing
fixed to take place in Penquis, Maine
it -what the heck? Great!
(
(si~ of the first tree in the nation
. There was opposition to The
felled by Dutch elm disease) on the
Speedreader from people claiming
1OOth anniversary of the death of
that a silent, virtually invisible veJumbo the Elephant (killed by a
hicle traveling along public highways
freight train as he was being led across
at 900 mph would be a danger to pethe tracks). Penquis was small town ;
destrians, that it would be one more
Rome hadn't been built in day but
insidious killer of people along with
Penquis looked like it might have
microwaves, tobacco and food addibeen. It was famous for its elm stump
tives. These complaints were only
and for vigorously opposing the Amerired herrings, of course with which
can Linguistics Association's camhomophobic chauvinistic flag-waving
paign to simplify the English lanfundamentalist right-wingers hoped
guage by, among other things, deletto slow down the dissemination ofgay
ing the little-used letters q and u from
literature. "Listen," library spokesthe alphabet and from the handful of
persons answered reasonably, "let's
words in which they appear.
cross that bridge when we get to it.
On the day of The Speedreader's
Out there, in the back country, are
maiden run, schools and stores in the
· many men and women, boys and girls,
· town were closed and the square
wq.o are uneasy about their ·sexual
decorated with bunting and balloons.
identities and who need these books
A joyful carnival atmosphere preto help then overcome-their confusion
vailed and there was everything
and depression. And to get them
needed for an unforgettable celebrathose books we need The Speedreader.
tion: an excited crowd, a parade,
If, after it's opt into service, we find
bands, baton twirllers, clowns, an- ·
the highway littered with corpses
tique fire engines, sunshine, young
then, okay, we'll sit down with you
lovers, noisy kids, a- craft tent, softand talk."
ball, music, beer, fried chicken,
"Listen, yourself," answered oppospeeches, flies, dust, overflowing
nents.
"This corpse-stuff is a
garbage barrels, car exhaust, no place
smokescreen · for your ridiculous
to park, no restrooms, profanity,
mach_ine -a nd we know it. If some
sunstroke, vandalism.

At last the unveiling of The
Speedreader was announced over the
p.a. system. The Speedreader had
been towed into position at the starting line hours ago, and now the canvas sheet covering it was removed
with a flourish to give the world its
first ,look at the fabulous, futuristic
v(lhicle. One male newspaper reporter
later wrote that it resembled a shiny
new aluminum funnel lying on its
side. A female magazine editor
thought it was like a foil~d-wrapped
Hersey "kiss" pierced by one of those
aluminum nails used to make potatoes bake faster. But a representative of the gay press did it best when
he described The Speedreader as looking like a lint~lifter, specifically, the
kind that "rolled off" unsightly lint ,
pet hair and embarrassing-dandruff
from clothing and upholstery.
Oyd Wherry was already inside
The Speedreader. He'd been sitting
in the tiny cockpit all morning, dressed
in his fireproofjumpsuit and the clever
space-saving, dual-purpose crash
helmet/world globe. The cockpit was
air conditioned so Wherry had not
been uncomfortable under the canvas. He was cool in more ways than
one, that Wherry- titter ly confident
and unafraid even though last night
Charlton Heston had appeared to him
in a vision arid warned in that pompous, self-righteous way of his,
Wherry! - thou sha,t not go up and
down as a gay tale-bearer among the
people." Wherry was a butt-hole but
he was not a coward.
Nor was he much of a reader but to
pass time before the unveiling he'd
chosen a book from the hundreds on
shelves behind his seat. It was "0 say
·can you Love" - a new romantic novel
about Betsy Ross based on recent
research. Wherry opened it to the
middle and read:
... the golden fever to place the brand
of possession on this devil lover urged
Mrs. Washington to a forbidden surrender as· she took Betsy in her arms,
her mouth claiming the younger
woman's with arrogant suavity, moving with drugged insistence, laying
intimate claim with sure deliberation. Her eyes flashed molten gold
when she sought the hollows of Betsy's .
throat, trailing a fire down to the
curve of her breasts, and a smile
quirked the hunger of her lips.
"Moist localized heat was what my
doctor suggested for my female complaint, Martha," Betsy quirked derisively.
Continued on page 13
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Getting Out the Gay & Lesbian Vote
for Mike Dukakis

continued from page 12

"I didn't suppose you wanted to
bother with wet towels," the general's
wife quirked back, her voice soft,
dangerously so, her laughing blue eyes
suddenly watchful as Betsy picked up
a bolt of silk and let it unroll from her
hand. Martha caught a thrilling
glimpse of bold stripes and bright
stars before the famous seamstress'
lips of soft fire again .... "
Sunshine poured into the cockpit
as the canvas slid offThe Spe0dreader
and Wherry closed the book. "That's
far inating," he said aloud to himself.
"I'd always assumed the first flag ".Vas
made out of cotton!" He replaced the
book on the shelf, fastened the chin
strap of the ingenious globe-helmet,
tested the safety harness and focused
his attention on the red button on the
dash, the pressing of which would
ignite the huge rocket engines behind .
him. A few yards away from The
Speedreader, the guest of honor, an
elderly woman with a cane, a straw
hat and clip-on swrglasses, was standing beside a pay phone. She was Edna
St. Vincent Van Gogh, poet, painter,
socialite, endower of libraries, and
she was to give the signal that would
send The Speedreader blazing down
the highway from Penquis to North
Penquis, a few miles away, where
everything was in readiness to receive The Speedreader. There, too,
town officials had put up banners,
gathered a crowd and even restored
the "qu" to the vandalized "Town of
No. Penquis" sign on the outskirts.
As soon as he arrived at No. Penquis,
Wherry was to telephone Mrs. Gogh
back at the starting point and announce that The Speedreader had
completed its historic first run.
Police pushed the crowd back from
The Speedreader; Mrs. Gogh gave
the signal; Wherry pushed the button. There Wf1.S terrific explosion and
The Speedreader disappeared. In the
wake of the deafening KA-BOOM
came an odd tinkling sound, like the

tattling of glassware after a thunderclap discharges right above the house;
the .destruction of The Speedreader
had apparently jarred the nearby
phone into ringing. In shock, her
clothing scorched in tatters, Mrs.
Gogh instinctively picked up the receiver. It was Oyd Wherry at the
other end! He was okay! The mighty
Speedreader had left Penquis and
arrived at No. Penquis at the same
instant! Wherry couldn't hear himself speak. All around him gay men
and women - farmers and housewives and woodsmen and studentswho hadn't been able to obtain works
by Wilde, Firbank, Genet, Tennessee
Williams, Alison Bechel and Sarah
Schulman were cheering, weeping
with joy, straining to touch him ...
It was apparently at that moment,
just as the crowd was raising Wherry
onto its shoulders, that someone
hopped into The Speedreader and took
off in it, It hasn't been seen since.
Federal agents who investigated the
crime claim the theft was the work of
an impulsive,joy-riding teenager, but
others are not so sure. Several witnessed swore they saw, in the crowd
at No. Penquis, a man resembling
Rev. Jerry Falwell (implacable enemy ofThe Speedreader) disguised as
a flabby, white-faced street-mime and
giving a really pathetic demonstration of the old walking-against-thewind routine. After the theft this
peculiar apparition was not seen
again.
The loss of The Speedreader was
the biggest financial setback for librarians since the 4 7 BC sacking of
the great library at Alexandria by
troops of Julius Caesar. In order to
make up the huge deficit incurred by
The Speedreader, Maine libraries had
to raise the penalty on overdue books
from 5¢ a day to $500 a day and, for
the convenience oftheir patrons, hired
an outlaw motorcycle gang to collect
the fines door to door.
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by Eric E. Rofes
Perhaps no single group of targeted votes faces as uncomfortable a
dilemma in the Nov~mbei:election as
the gay and lesbian community. On
one hand, after years of a federal
administration which has almost
entirely abrogated its leadership
responsibility on AIDS and civil
rights, we are desperate foi: an administration.which will take aggres"
sive action and provide top-level
access for community activists in our
quest to create a humane and effective response to the health crisis. On
the other hand, the electoral options
for the gay and lesbian voter at the
ballot box, on the surface, appear distressing.
As I travelled throughout the country over the past few months I became increasingly disturbed at the
cynical and self-defeating attitudes
taking hold in our community. towards the presidential contenders.
As I talked informally to men and
women in a variety of settingshomes, community centers, bars,
parties-in locales as diverse as Little
Rock, Albuquerque, Washington,
D.C. and at home in Provincetown,
Massachusetts, I experienced mixed
feelings. While people frequently
decry our movement's ability to get
information about politics from what
is loosely called "the grass roots", it is
.clear that Mike Pukakis' erratic record on our issues has been heard
throughout the nation. What is upsetting to me is the number of gay
men and lesbians who appear ready
to sit out this election or, worse yet,
cast a vengeance vote for George
Bush. After observing the Democratic
and Republican conventions this
summer and speaking to activists
present at the proceedings, this gay
man-one who has traditionally been
quite dubious on matters involving
electoral politics-is revved up to vote
for Mike Dukakis.
My history with Dukakis is no secret, as I have been writing opinion
pieces about his relationship to our
community for over five years in the
local and national gay press. My father was raised in Brookline and he
and my aunt attended school with
Dukakis-whic4 is simply to say that
my family, and especially my late
grandmother, were early and strong
supporters ofDukakis in his quest for
local and statewide office. I attended

his first inauguration as governor with
my grandmother, who had been a
campaign volunteer. Hence, I naively
and arrogantly expected that inquiries and invitations sent to the governor under my name (my immediate
family are the only onu wifih.ouraur--name in the United States, we believe
after perusing phone directories) as a
local activist leading gay and lesbian
rights organizations, would receive
some response. Nada. Nothing. Zilch.
in my half dozen years of mainstream
gay activism in Massachusetts, Mike
Dukakis did not attend a single explicitly gay candidates night, community forum or fundraiser in his home
state. I believe this is true to this date.
I've written three major pieces on
Dukakis. The first in 1983, I believe,
focused on the assumption of Massachusetts activists that Dukakis was a
"friend" and postulated that this was
'based purely on his status as a "moderate/liberal" in Massachusetts and
that, as yet, we had not held him accountable on our issues or been
granted access to his administration.
I warned that such an assumption
could prove hazardous to our community should substantive issues end up
on Dukakis' desk.
Between 1983 and 1986/1987, when
my other two pieces were written, I
believe my hypothesis was proven.
Dukakis response to the issue of gay/
lesbian access to foster care not only
revealed the man's homophobia, but
showed his willingness to codify that
homophobia into policy and eventuContinued on page 14

Writers, Aspiring Writers and Closet Writers,
lend us your pens.
We need people to write about lesbian/gay events and happenings all
over the state. We're interested in articles on just about everything,
including sports, music, community building, and political activism. If you
have any ideas, we'd like to hear them. Please call Fred at 773-5540 or
write Our Paper, P.O . Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104.
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Getting Out the Vote
continued from page 13

provided leader ship for the insurance _
industry in their efforts which wil1
result s in many gay men going without; he provided the key voice squashing Boston City Council's ability to
launch needle exchange programs for
IV drug users. I have written and
spoken out on Dukakis' limited knowledge ofour liyes and our issues and his
embarrassingly weak list of accomplishments on behalf of gay and lesbian rights in Massachusetts.
So why the change on my part?
Middle age moderation creeping in?
Selling out in exchange for access and
influence? Too many hotirs on the
beach fried my brain?
My enthusiasm for Dukakis has
come on me slowly throughout the
summer, as I watched the conventions, read the analyses in the media,
and talked to people and is based upon
three factors which only recently crystallized in my mind:
1. Mike Dukakis would provide

the gay and lesbian community
with more access and more support for anti-discrimination legislation than any president in the
history of the United States.
Many of us forget that our

mOffment's strength is locaJJybased-we have been most effective
at gaining support from city council. ors, mayors, even state legislators.
Only recently ·have we made significant progress with our senators and
Congressional representatives. We
have never had a president who has
stated support and taken action on
anti-discrimination legislation.
Du:kakis has. We have never had a
president who has had a significant
history of appointing openly gay and
lesbian people to positions in his
administration. While Dukakis' appointments can be counted on one
hand, we know that we were not cut
off as we were with -Reagan-and
Carter and Ford. We have never had a
president who has had a history of
ally legislation . Furthermore,
Dukakis' much heralded efforts on
AIDS in Massachusetts actually have
shown disappointing leadership on
the critical cutting-edge issues of the
health crisis: he brazenly and needlessly opposed explicit educational literature for gay men; he effectively
funding gay/lesbian social service

agencies. While I believe Dukakis' level
offundingin Massachu setts of gay-focused human service agencies is unacceptable, grants h ave gone to gay
agencies.
It is important to realize th at the
eight year stranglehold Reagan has
had on the executive office occurred
simultaneously with the increased
sophistication and funding of our national organizations. While they have
done exemplary ~ ork troubleshooting the horrors of the- Reagan years,
I become excited when I think of the
possible achievements which could
take place with a more tolerant president. I find it unfortunate that change
occurs slowly and that in 1988 there
is not a major party candidate for the
presidency who is closely in step with ·
our agenda. I hope this will occur in
the next dozen years but this does not
allow me to deny the fact that-due
to the work of our movement over the
past 20years-we finally have a presidential candidate who has written
letters to state legislators urging them
to support civil rights for .gay men
and lesbians. In 1988, I want that
man as the president.

2. The Republican Conven tion .
made it clear that there will be a
significant difference between a
Bush administration and a
Dukakis administration on gay
issues and AIDS issues.
The Convention featured approval
of a platform with no :gositive leadership on AIDS (Can we afford another
8 year s?), despite Bush's public statements supporting anti-discrimination
protections. The Conve~tion featured
no openly gay delegates. And finally,
Governor Kean's keynote address insisting that Dukakis had struck a
strategic deal with the gay community to keep us quiet during the election, was nothing less than opportunistic gay. bashing of the most despicable kind. I certainly had my trouble
with the Democrats, too, but the two
conventions were worlds apart on
our issues.
Furthermore, Bush's selection of
Quayle indicated to me that the charf!.cteristic I most need before I'd support any Republican candidate for
anything~ the integrity to stand up
to the Right-was not present in this
man. if Bil.sh is _appeasing the Right

ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness
49 Exchange St., :Portland, ME 04112

(207) 775-1281

in this major way, I shudder to imagine his a dministration. Phyllis Schlafly heading the AIDS Commission?
While the pressure within the Republican party appears to be to keep
making concessions to the Radical
Right to keep them onboard the Bush/
Quayle ticket, th anks to the magnificant work of the Jess'e Jackson campaign, the Democrats are finding
_themselves working doubletime to
attempt to prevent Jackson progressives from sitting out the campaign.

3. The level of analysis and discussion-as well as the quality of
Dukakis' appointments--will
bode well for the gay and lesbian
community.
We have lived through eight years
of the "just say no" mentality. The
complexity of issues facing this nation has been trivialized and the federal government has functioned without ethics and steeped in denial. The
national debt and deficit are among
the clearest examples of this mentality.
Dukakis will clearly appoint people
to key positions who have sensitivity
and experience with our issues. In
fact, while I continue to find Dukakis'
homophobia problematic, I am heartened by the individuals working at
key positions in the campaign, and I
believe that the appointments of his
administration will provide increased
access and responsiveness to the gay
and lesbian community. I harbor no
illusions that a progressive stand on
gay issues will be included on any list ·
ofrequirements for Dukakis appointments. But the simple fact that
Dukakis has recent academic experience and appears to attract many
academics as well as competent
managers to his campaign and fewer
of the simple political people usually
involved in these races, makes me
optimistic. To say nothing about the
Supreme Court appointments.
I believe that as individuals and as
a community, we have four options in
this election. We can sit it out, vote for
a third party candidate, for Bush or
vote for Dukakis.
Several activists in Massachusetts
are urging the community to sit out
the election, arguing that we rieed to
show the Democratic Party that our
support must be earned, not assumed.
Emotionally, I'd love to endorse this
sentiment but to my more pragmatic
self, the stakes in 1988 are too high
and the difference between the Republican and Democratic candidates
is too great. In an election that, to my
mind, will be a very close race, out
vote-even if the gay-informed vote is
only 1 % of the electorate-might make
or break the election. The thought of
President Bush deters me from this
strategy.
Other activists urge support for
third party candidates, includin~New
Alliance Party's Lenora Fulani, who

appears t o have endorsed our agenda.
Again, the j ssue to some is -"vote for
what you want, not wh at you think
you have to settle for," and my response is more pragmatic. As someone who has voted for oth er third
party candidates for president 'i n previous races, I can't do it this time. No
way.
I've met surprising numbers of gay
men and lesbians(yes, lesbians) who
state that they are voting for Bush.
They argue they support the Republican stand on economic issues and that
Bush and Dukakis are equally dismal
on gay issues. Still others argue that
they want to "punish" Dukakis for 'lis
arrogance on our issues (he does seem
to have the unique ability to alienate
otherwise level-headed people and
have them vote against their better
judgement due to the fury his actions
and his style incite). All I can say is
that those who believe Bush and Duke
are "the same" on gay issues ignore
the fact that Dukakis' record has been
brought into public view by the tremendous work of Massachusetts activists who have forced him, through
direct action and civil disobedience, to
go public with his views, while Bushas vice president, CIA director, and in
hisotherfunctionary positions--rarely
has been held accountable on our issues. I can just imagine his stand on
gay foster care and I know that he will
not go on record in suppor t of civil
right s for gay people. This is enough
for me. As for those who want to pun. ish Dukakis, the ballot box in 1988 is
not the place to play out SIM fantasies.
The only option that I can get behind is getting out the gay and lesbian vote for Mike Dukakis. He has
_ not made this easy to do, thanks to
the clearly political decision the
campaign has made to use our community as an example _to prove he is
not beholden to what they like to
term "special interests". Yet between
now and November, we need to be
finding ways to get out the vote for
Dukakis. I am not concerned here at
home, in Massachusetts, where dozens of pals fed up with -t he Du:ke
main_tain there ain't no way they'll
vote for him, because clearly Dukakis
will win the electoral votes. of his
home sate. I am concerned when this
mentality leaps cross country to
California and to other key states
which could swing into his column. If
Dukakis and the Democrats don't
think they need our votes, we know
better. Get out there and vote and
bring your friends with you. And,
should Dukakis win, get ready after
Election Day to support our national I
groups as they begin to fight like hell
to make that administration responsive to gay and lesbian issues.
© Eric E. Rofes, 1988.

Eric E. Rofes is a gay activist and
writer who has worked in California
and Massachusetts.
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Jerry's Banter
In the street there are children

Paranoia???

whose playfulness aspires to desperate intentions
.i mpetuously
. and wind swept streets instill the calm
with the sounds and smells of a delectable environment
His eyes are shiny; they're full of fire
brilliant and beautiful like starlight
contemptuous of darkness
they pull like the moon at the shore
they're splendid and soulful
they inhabit him gaily
to the dimness they conscientiously object
I love his eyes
and the scent of his skin
and the soft, course waves of chestnut hair
reflected in the color of his-eyes
In my arms he lies sleeping
and I lie here dreaming about him
watching him in silence
observing his beauty
enraptured
-James Melanson
Love is a·pr_ocess without progress
A mating or two lovers without expectation
Skills in love making that are overrated
And the speed of accomplishment only ending
. in an ending of both.
Love is left behind within the morning house.
We move within the shadows
Behind the drapes of our plastic life
Of our skins in sleep
We are instruments of our own disposal
As we try to read our future
We run distances in single cells
Never satisfied within the morning house.
What failures are we
~en no hungry love can be found '
We have aged in years by day and night
I find no surprise in the passing time
As i'm suspended OIJ. a yawn
As my mouth sashays on samples of perfumed words
I've 'r ubbed my brain raw.
As i pray for love
Not to oppress or slow me down
I struggle within myself to succeed
Within the process of finding love from another.

-P. H. Groves
r

'

~BELLVILLE
COUNSELING

ASSOCIATES .
OF MAINE
Is pleased to announce new groups now forming :
• For gay men struggling to aceept their sexuality
• For gay men from alcoholic or dysfunctional families to work on
self esteem and intimacy issues
• For lesbians dealing with co-dependency/
ACOA issues
.
Please call our main number (207) 729-8727
for further information.

l~

\...

24 School Srreer. Drunswick. ME 04011
4 77 Congress Srreer. Porrland. ME 04101
Far OCA N,assachuserrs call: (617) 4J8-8155

_,/

Until my mid-teens, the dominant
influence in my life was my maternal
grandmother, Rachel Litvak Berkowitz (1896-1973). Ray, to use the English name she preferred, was born in
the shtetl of Sadgora in the province
ofBukovinia. Sadgora near the city of
Chernovtsy was from 1175 til World
War I part of the Austro-Hungarian
empire, between the world wars it
was in the Rumanian kingdom. The
Red Army incorporated it into the ,,Soviet Union in 1,944.
The history of the Jews in Sadgora
is typical of that place and time. Until
1914, the community flourished, but ·
the town suffered extensively during
World War I and many people fled.
Some returned after the war. In 1941,
Sadgora was occupied by the Red
Army but the folowing year the town
was restored to the Rumanians who
collaborated with the Germans, that
same year the 1,500 remaining Jews
were transported to the death camps
ofTransnistria wheretheyweremurdered.
Ray left Sadgora in the early spring
of 1910 with her childless uncle and
his wife. They took a cart from Sadgora to Chernovtsy where t ey got the
train to Hamburg where ·, 'Y sailed
for Halifax, Nova Scotia -·d then
took another train to Montreal. Did
they realize Canada was not part of
the Golden Land? I wonder. Ray got ·
her first pair of shoes for that trip to
North America and she never took
them off for fear they would be stolen.
Her feet swelled up something awful
that first summer in Montreal. Ray
married at 16, had three children and
was divorced by the time she was 22.
She and her kids came down to New
York where she had an aunt and
brother living. They chipped in and
sent a steerage ticket to Sadgora for
the sister still at home, and it was
these people who raised my mother
and her brothers. Ray went to work in
the garment factories and eventually
became a union organizer amond the
Yiddish speaking women garment
workers.
·
Ray was a beautiful and exotic looking woman. Not out of the Old Testament, rather from Ghengis Khan and
his marauding hordes. Her high cheek
bones and oriental eyes · were enhanced, by her jet-black. hair which
she continued to dye into her old age.
I am Ray's oldest grandchild. I am
named for her father who died in the
massive flue epidemic that swept
across Europe after the First World
War. What did this wonderful and
weird woman leave me? Well, among

others things the memory of another
language much more expressive than
English, the memory of songs she
sang to entertain my brothers and I.
She also left me her passionate feeling for community. Like most Jewish
women she had no interest in theology, that silliness was left to the men,
her loyalty, her religion, was her
ethnic group and social class, the
garment workers from Eastern Europe. Those like her who got their first
pair of shoes for the trip to America.
The allegiance I saw in her I have
tried to transfer to my ethnic group,
my fellow Gays.
She was, perhaps with jul?tification, paranoid. Remember, she would
say, what Hitler did to the Jews. This
is what happens to Jews. The world is
not a good, kind place and you are
among the despised of the earth.
~oney,youcan understand why bondage and S-M games never seemed like
games to me. It isn't fantasy, it's what
they really do to Jews and Gays.
.Ataboutl6, whenJ reeJ · edlW'8811't
to be a "mensch" but a faggot I wasn't
very horrified. After all, how much
worse can it be to be a Gay Jew than
just a plain Jew.
My grandmother had bizarre pride.
If we as a group, she believed, are
worth destroying, than we must contain some special truth that Hitler
and his thugs want to wipe off this
earth. What makes Nazism the worst
excess of Western civilization is the
fact that it took the process of constituting a group by opposing it to something else and exterminating what it
defined as a corrupting element. Nazism sought to construct a pure Aryan German nation by setting up the
Gypsies, Gays, Jews and Slavs as its
opposite and then slaughtering them.
To be different is to be less than nothing.
It is impossible for me to think of
Hitler's attempt to destroy thost
considered less than human withou..
thinking of AIDS. Both the Holocost
and AIDS destroyed and are destroy_ing cultural groups to which I belong.
It is also important to recognize
that harassment and crimes against
Gays are increasing. AIDS is a convenient excuse to attack our community.
· Some of the excess baggage Ray
gave me I have tried to unload. The
fear, that "they" are out to get the
Gays and the Jews is, I hope, mostly
needless but, honey, there are mornings I wake up and realize I can't
really distinnguish between paranoia
and reality. Is there a difference?
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Gay Spirit: Myth and Meaning

Lesbian Couples book review
compiled by Vivian Wadas
Have you searched for a book on
lesbian couples, "who they are-what
they are" kind of book, only to discover it couldn't be found? Well, look
no further. Lesbian Couples, published by Seal Press, 1988, and written by two experienced lesbian therapists, D. Merilee Clunis and G. Dorsey
Green, is now awaiting you at your
local bookstore. ·
Lesbian Couples is a guide book
for lesbians that not only describes
the pleasures and challenges ofbeing
part of a couple relationship, but also
offers many creative problem solving
suggestions for the many issues a
lesbian couple face.
Laura Brown, Ph. D., Associate
Professor of Psychology at the University ofWashington, says, "This is a
book that no one who is in, has been
in, or might want to be in a lesbian
couple will want to be without. It's a
good, solid self-help book that finally
answers some of the questions about
'What's Normal?'for lesbian couples;
the kind of book that therapists will
be passing out to clients."
J oAnn Louland, author ofLesbian
SexandLesbianPassion states that,

''This is a really good, sound analysis
of lesbian relationships and how to
make them more full, more rich and
more fun."
.
with
both (of these com· I agree
ments and then some. Here's why.
Although this book covers topics
that are common to all couples, others
are specific to lesbian couples, their
life skills and interpersonal relationships. Some of these topics were covered in chapters titled 'What is a
Couple Anyway?'; ' Stages of Relationships'; 'Monogamy or Nonmonogamy'; and 'Sex & Differences'. I found
these chapters to be very affirming,
empowering and inspiring.
I particularly found the chapter
'Understanding Each Other', which
includes discussions on blocks to communication, different perspectives
and guides for expressing, and the
chapter on 'Resolving Conflicts' to be
sources of invaluable support and
guidence.
Throughout the book I discovered
chapters addressing such issues as
disability, how racism affects couples,
recovery and growing old together,
and found them to be thoroughly

readable. I believe that these are the
chapters which give the book, at least
to this reader, a strong sense ofbeing
very broad-based in light of the entire
topic of lesbian couples.
Although the authors clearly state
that they are aware of "not covering
everything that makes up the lives of
individual lesbian couples" and that
their book "is not the book for every-one," I think and feel that this book, ·
which validates the specific experiences oflesbian couples, is a book that
every lesbian will want to not only
own, but read and discuss with their
lovers and their friends.
If for some reason your local bookstore doesn't have this book waiting
just for you, you can obtain a copy ofit
at New Leaf Books, 438 Main St. in
Rockland. You might want to call 5960040 and be sure it hasn't sold out
before you go. Another option is to
write 't he publisher (I am pretty sure
they have a mail order policy) at Seal
Press, P.O. Box 13, Seattle, Washington 98121. This book is available in
paperback for $10.95 (260 pg).

Gay Spirit was originally released
in 1987 and is now available in paperback. It contains essays and inter.views by and with some of the champions of gay culture such as Edward
Carpenter, Harry Hay, Malcolm Boyd,
etc ... , as well as 'the input of its editor,
Mark Thompson. It is a book primarily intended for gay men, says
Thompson, because lesbians "have already created a considerable body of
work examining spiritual issues."
Gay Spirit is extremely interesting and enlightening. Distinctively
West Coast and New Age, it covers
topics rangingfrom histories ofAmerican drag or the radical fairy movement to steps toward the development of serious and powerful gay
consciousness.
These essays will amaze, challenge
and nurtureyou--Gay Spirit deserves
to be recognized as a book that is both
ahead of its time and just in time. It
has valuable and courageous messages oflove and community that will
help you look at . everything from
coming out issues to AIDS in a new,
more positive way.

Gay Spirit: Myth and Meaning
Edited by Mark Thompson; St.
Martin's Press, 1 75~Fifth Avenue, New
York, NY10022; $8:95
by Thomas Hagerty
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LESBIAN & GAY LITERATU RE

~

673BOY1SJONSTREET,BOSION, MA.02116(617)267-301 0

Across From The Boston Public Library
2nd fl oor, Hours: Mon-Sat: 9:30AM-IIPM Sun: 12-9PM
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Specializing in Co rporate and VIP Travel Arrangements
with Emphasis on Personal Service
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TEL. 207-773-9622
~
WATS ME. 800-28-ATLAS
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Portland, Maine
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Pine Cone Productions

Pine Cone Productions

presents

presents

HEATHER BISHOP

DIANNE DAVIDSON

& Sh~rry'Shute·
IN CONCERT

with band

< •

~

IN CONCERT

8:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 15
First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress Street, Portland Wheelchair Accessible.
$10 advance
$12 at door

Friday, November 4
First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress Street, Portland
Wheelchair Accessible.
S10 advance
S12 at door

Tickets available at Amadeus, Entre Nous, & Whole Grocer in Portland;
Macbeans Music in Brunswick; or by mail (please include SASE),
Pine Cone Productions, P.O. Box 455, Woterb0ro, ME 04087.

Tickets available at Amadeus, Entre Nous, & Whole Grocer in Portland;
Macbeans Music In Brunswick; or by mall (please Include SASE),
Pine Cone Productions, P.O. Box 455, Waterboro, ME 04087.

8:00 p.m.
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Healthy Curiosity
by l:(J Hass

Q: What is gay bowel synd rome?

A: "Gay Bowel Syndome" is
anoth er name for a variety of gastrointestinal (GI) disorders. The disorders are caused by parasites
(amoeba, giardia), bacteria (salmonella, shigella, campylobacter), or
worms (pinworms, strongyloides)
that have infected a person's digestive system-particularly the intestines.
These infections are generally
referred to by whatever has caused
them: for example, amoebas cause
amebiasis, giardia causes giardiasis,
salmonella causes salmonell osis, etc.
Most North Americans associate
these infections with travel to Africa,
South Am·e rica. Asia, and the tropics,
where the diseases·are caused by
drinking water that has been contaminated with human waste. (Tourists iri Mexico often call these ·
diseases "Montezuma:s Revenge".)
In this country, contaminated well
water occasionally results in an
outbreak of giardiasis or other
gastro-intestinal infections.
But GI infectic;m~ can also be
transmitted by oral (mouth) contact
with f~ces (shit) during sexual
.
activity. This can happen during
rimming-mouth or tongue stimulation of the anus (butthole)-or
during blowjobs if one is performing
oral sex on a penis or dildo that has
feces on it from anal sex. Mouth-tomouth kissing after rimming can also
transmit these infections, as well as
putting shit-contaminated fingers or
hands in one's mouth. Lesbians are
not immune to GI disorders. Men
and women who engage in these
activities are both at risk.
In the United States, GI diseases
were first recognized as a health
problem among gay men in New
York City in the late 1960's and early
1970's. Throughout the "70's and into
the '80's, the majority of cases were
seen in gay men; it was rare to see GI
infections in women or straight men.
It wasn't until 1977, though, that
these diseases were recognized to be
sexually transmitted. By then, the
cases among gay men in San Fr;:tncisco had quadrupled.
The incubation period and symptoms for GI infections vary, depending on the infection. Also, a person
can have more than one GI infection
at a time. Common symptoms
include nausea, diarrhea (usually explosive), severe intestinal cramping,
bloating or excessive gas, often ·
alternating with bouts of constipation.
Worms can cause itching around the
anus, usually at night, Many people
have no symptoms, but they can
infect others. Some people mistake
the symptoms for a case of the flu or
food poisoning.
Complications qo not occur often,
but when they do, they can be
serious. Denydration Ooss of body

water) resulting from diarrhea and
vomiting, can cause body chemistry
problem known as electrolyte
imbalence. lmbalai:ice of certain
important minerals can also occur.
These -infections can cause
intestinal walls to erode, allowing
hacteria or parasites to ente r the
blood stream 'through the blood
vessels in the intestines. Bloo_d may
appear in the feces; fever and chills
. may be a response to bacteria in the
bloodstream. Intestinal damage can
lead to infected abscesses. If an
abscess ruptures (breaks open), the
infection can spread to other vital
organs in the body.
·
Amoeba may infect the liver and
strongyloides can infect the lungs.
To diagnose GI infections, a
person may be given a laxative to
induce diarrhea. Then, a sample of
feces, called a stool sample, will be
examined under a microscope to
look for bacteria and eggs or ·cysts of
the parasites causing the infection.
They can be difficult to detect.
Another diagnostic test is a rectal
smear- a cotton swab is inserted
rectally and then examined under the
microscope.
To diagnose worms, a piece of
tape is placed on the anus and then
removed. The tape is examined to
see if it picked up any worm eggs.
Treatment, which varies depending on the cause of the infection,
usually involves using medications
which have strong side effects. They
are anti-parasitic and anti-bacterial
drugs, such as Flagyl (metronidazole), Humitin, Diodoquin,
Panaquin, Tetracycline, Ampicillin,
Furamide, Atabrine, Furoxone,
Vermox, Mintezol and others. Fluid
replacement may also be required if
diarrhea and vomiting have beensevere. After treatment, a "test of
cure" is necessary. The test of Gure·is
a series of repeated stool samples or
rectal smears to make sure the
treatment was successful.
The prevention of gay bowel
syndrome has been incorporated into
safer sex guidelines. In particular, it
is recommended that people always
use latex or polyethylene barriers
(dental dams, "Saran" wrap) between
the mouth and anus during rimming.
Condoms should always be used
during anal sex, and the condom
should be replaced before mouth-to-penis or mouth-to-dildo contact.
Some prevention guidelines are
common-sense practices, like
through__anal wiping after bowel
movement (shitting) and by keeping
the anal area washed. People should
be sure to wash their hands after
wiping the anus. People who are currently being tested for GI disorders
should be sure to wash their hands
before sex and should not prepare
food for others. Until a test of cure
confirms that the person is no longer
infected, s/he shduld avoid any anal

a

contact during sex. It is often recol)1. mended that sex partners and
household members of infected
people be tested, and if necessary,
treated to prevent the spread of the
J
infection.
Media coverage of gay bowel
syndrome, like other gay health
problems, suffered as AIDS became a
more urgent situation, so there has
been little discussion of GI infections
in recent years. Fortunately, the increasing practice of safer sex will
have the side benefitof reducing the
numb<>r of cas<>s of g-av bowel

syndrome. For more inform_ation ,
consult The' Advocate Guide -to Gay
Health, by RD.. Fenwick, Gay Men's
Health, by Jeanne Kassler, and The
J~y of Gay Sex, by Charles Silverstein
and Edmund White.
If you have a healthy curiosity about
gay and lesbian health and sexuality,
send your question to Healthy Curiosity, c/o Our Paper PO Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. Names and
locations will not be printed.

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING
Voluntary - Anonymous - Low Cost
The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) . To schedule a counseling session call: .
774-68n daily between 9-12; 1-3; Monday & Wednesday eves between
6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1 . Note: Counseling & testfng is by appo~ntme,nt only.

MAIN E ,_-+-----1-,-+--+--+-+--w"-/H-t-l'i---t--t-'
HEALTH
J
FOUNDATION /'L/v
INC.
.+-I........
·

I
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We provide up to $200 per month to people living
with AIDS and AIDS-related illness. This money provides a
vital buffer to ensure a decent "quality of life and options
in health care which public assistance simply doesn't
provide.
.
~
We also address a wide spectrum of other health
concerns through grants to groups like OUTRIGHT, The
Alliance of Lesbian and Gay Youth, and scholarships to
individuals working in our community to attend educational events.
We need your help to continue our work. Your contribution to our incorporated, non-pro~it org<:Jnization is ,
tax deductible.

Please, send your check today to the Maine Health
Foundation, Inc., Box 7329 DTS, Portland, ME 04112
Name
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The AIDS Project .
Bike for Hope Bike-A-Thon '88
Friday, September 30

Sunday, October 9

Romanovsky and Phillips, Portland
Performing Arts Center, 8 p.m. to
benefit The AIDS Project, 774-6877.

A day at the Fryeburg Fair, sponsored by the Lewiston-Auburn .Athletic Club. Call 784-2251 after 7 p.rn.

B.B. King at Portland City Hall Auditorium to benefit The Maine Health
Foundation.

Saturday, October 1
Chiltern Mountain · Club Caribou
Mountain day hike near Fryeburg.
Call Michael at 61 7-522-9194 or 207883-6934 . .

WOMLAND (Women Owning Maine
Land) Trust regular monthly meeting, 1 p.m. in South China. All wornn
are welcome. For directions send
SASE to WOMLAND, P.O; Box. 55,
Troy, ME 04987.
Sunday,October16

Sunday, October 2
Autumnfest Flea Market, location to
· be announced, look for posters. To
reserve table ($10) call Ralph at 7744785. Rain date Sunday, October 9.
Saturday, October 8
Womland Trust benefit dance.
Womyn's and alternative music.
People's Building, third floor, Brackett Street, Portland. Chem-free. Admission $3-$5. For more information, .
call Suzanne at 761-2026.
Friday, October 7-Sunday, October 9
Chiltern Mountain Club cycling trip
through southern Vermont. Call Bob
at 617-266-3812.
Sunday, October 9
Chiltern Mountain Club bicycle trip
in southern Maine. Call Gene at 6463534.

For Sale-Water mattress, Classic ·
Aquafirm Dual Supreme; King size. 6
months old, paid $850. Will sell for
$400. Call 688-4737.
GM looking for a home/apt. to share
with others, Mor F. Portland area.
Nov. or Dec. 1st. Still plenty of time to
meet and become friends before moving in. Call David, 773-0498.
Housemates needed to share 3 bedroom house in Portland. country setting. $350 inch:1.des heat and utilities.
Pets ok. Gerry, 761-4670.
· Two women seeking two more to
share a farmhouse in lovely Pownal
countryside. Convepient to Portland
or Brunswick. Rent $212 plus utilities. If you are chemical-free and enjoy living with other women. call 6882218 (days 181-2330) and ask for
Candice.
Lesbian looking for living situation. My two c~ts and I would like
to move in or look for an apartment/
house w/ 1 or 2 other non-smoking
women. If interested, call 761-4061
evenings until 10 p.m.
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. Peace Walk 88, fundraising walkathon sponsored by the Maine Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign and
the Maine Coalition for Peace and
Justice in Central America, in towns
throughout Maine. Call 773-1782 for
more information.
Sunday, October 22
"Bike for Hope" bike-a-thon, from
Portland to Cousins Island, to benefit
The AIDS Project, 774-6877.
Full moon gathering in Surry. Potluck 6 p.rn., then· an energy healing
circle and fire circle. Wornn only and
chemical free. For directions send
SASE to Chris of Coventree, Troy,
ME 04987.
.

New DawnAdventures,Inc. Think
SUNSHINE year round! Corne to our
Caribbean r,etreat, or send for a flyer
' ofoffered workshops and outdoor trips
for women. P. 0. Box 1512, Vieques,
Puerto Rico, 00765. Tel. 508-2838717.
Young GWM, 44, 6'2", 175, good
looking, sixties-sort-of-guy. Artist,
manly, non-scene, non-mainstream,
long-haired, articulate, ,- educated,
intense, ' playful, monogamous (2
quality relationships for a total of 17
years). Avid, lusty~romantic. Seeks
. strong, virile, g/a man (25-50) who
retains a wild unquenchable hope for
an empowering marriage oflove, best~
friendship, rich sexual intimacy,
independence, interpendence 1 work,
and a life of the mind. Willing to
relocate. Write at length to: Advertiser #62, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104.

To be held on Saturday, October
22, 1988. All participants to meet at
12:30 a .m. in the parking lot and
Parish Hall of St. Pius Church on
Ocean Avenue in Portland.
The BIKE-A-THON will begin
promptly at 11 a.m. The route will be
from Ocean Avenue north to Lunt
Avenue in Falmouth. Right on Lunt
Avenue, past Route One to Route 88.
Left on Route 88 past Skillings Green. house to the Gilman Road, turn to
Cousins Island on the right. Turn
_ around at the CMP gate at the end of
Cousins Island and return via the
·same route ·to St. Pius Church. The
entire round trip is 27 miles.
Each participant must obtain a
minimum of$100 in pledges. Contact
friends, family, co-workers, local businesses, whatever. It is a lot easer
than you think. All pledges will be
handled by each participant and will
be due for collection on the morning of
the BIKE-A-THON.
All participants who bring in
pledges of $250 will receive a sweat. shirt, and the participant who brings
in the most pledges will receive a new
bike.
The BIKE-A-THON is being sponsored by the Maine Council of
Churches.

National March Awards
OUTRIGHT $500
OUTRIGHT, The Portland Alliance
· for Gay and Lesbian Youth, has received a $500 grant from the Executive Committee ofthe National March
on Washington.
The March received 282 grant proposals. Other.groups receiving grants
will be using funds for projects such
as documenting gay culture, organizing hard-to-organize states, protecting gay and lesbian civil rights, and
fighting AIDS.
OUTRIGHT was the only group
from Maine to receive a grant.

Symposium XVI Logo Contest
Northern Lambda Nord and the
Orgamzing Committee of the Maine
Lesbian and Gay Men's Symposium
XVI announce a contest to design the
logo for Symposium XVI. The designer
of the winning logo will receive free
registration for the Symposium,
scheduled for Memorial Day weekend, May 26-29, 1989, at the University of Maine campus in Presque Isle.
The year 1989 is the 20th anniversary of the "Stonewall Rebellion",
when gays and lesbians, including
many men in drag, actively fought ·
police harrassment at the Stonewall
Bar in Grennwich Village in June,
1969; this event marks the beginning
of our modern liberation movement.
The theme of Symp0iburn XVI will
center o'n this anniVG~·eary. The logo
shouid reflect the fac that this is the
20th year since Stonewall.
•
Logo designs should be sent to
SYMPOSIUM LOGO, POBox 990,
Caribou, ME 04 736 and must be
black-and-white, photo-ready, original artwork, suitable for reproduction in a range of sizes. All entries become the property of the Symposium
XVI Committee, which will have exclusive rights. If you have any ques,,
tions, please call Northern Lambda
Nord's Gay-Lesbian Phoneline, 4982088. The Phoneline is staffed We nesdays, 7-9 p.m.:,leave a message at
other times.

Portland Stage Company will
be holding auditions for local actors and actresses who wish to be considered for roles in the 15th anniversary season's main stage productions;
staged readings; director's projects
and other performance opportunities.
The auditions will take place on October 8 and 9 at the Portland Performing Arts Center. For additional information and to schedule an audition
time, contact Portland Stage Company at 774-1043 and ask for Victoria
Griffin.

YOUR VERY AFFORDABLE MAINE GAY/LESBiAN
INTRODUCTION AGENCY

MAINELY

FRIENDS
P.O. BOX 251
AUGUSTA, ME 04330

DISCRETION GUARANTEED
CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
IN A PLAIN ENVELOPE

/

The AIDS Project
48 Deering St.
Poretland, ME 04101

Dignity/Maine
PO Box 8113
Portland, M.E 04104

AIDS Line
775-1267 and 1-800-851 -AIDS
Daily 9 a.m.-5 .m.
Mon. & Wed. 6-9 p.m., Sat. JO a.m.-1 p.m.

Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
PO Box 3771
Portland, ME 04104
773-2294

AIDS Action of Central Maine
P.O. Box 311 3
Lewiston, ME 04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6113

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556 Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC)
c/o 87 Sunset Strip
Brewer, ME 04412

.

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
Lewiston, ME 04240

GLM (Gais et Lesbienne de Moncton)
_.,.
CP7102
Riverview, N.B., Canada
Gay/Lesbian Alt oholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

Bowdoin Gay Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, ME 04011

Gay/Lesbian Alliance
92 Beford St.
Portland, MEE 04102
780-4085

Chiltern Mountaih Club
PO Box 407
Boston, MA 02117
207-883-6934

Gay/Lesbian Contra Dancers
69 Mountain View Ave.
Bangor, ME 04401
947-2329

Colby College Bisexual, Lesbian and Gay
Community
c/o Student Activites Office
Student Center, Col~y College
Waterville, ME 04901

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

__ DEAN (Down East AIDS Network)
PO Box 779
Blue Hill, ME 04614
DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union.St.
Bangor, ME 04401
942-6503

GMSA (Gay Men's Social Association)
PO Box 294
Conway, NH 03818-0294
(603) :367-8304 (Alan or Paul)
Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland, ME 04 JO I

Harbor Masters Inc.
PO Box4044
Portland, ME 04 JO I
Lesbian/Gay Committee
Maine Chapter
Nat' l Assoc. of Social Workers
PO Box 51112 Station A
Portland, ME 04 JO I
Maine Bisexual People's Network
PO Box 1792
Portland, ME 04104
780-4085 (messages)
Maine Connection
. AA .Round Up
PO Box 5245
Station A
Portland, ME 04102
Maine_Health Foundation Inc.
PO Box 7329 DTS
Portland, ME 04112
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
PO Box 232
Hallowell, ME 04347

Our Paper
PO Box 10744
Portland, ME 04104
OUTRIGHT

Portland Alliance of Gay & Lesbian Youth
PO Box 5028 Station A
Portland, ME 04101
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
Midcoast Chapter-Brunswick area
725-4769,623-2349, 729-0519
Portland Pride
PO Box681
Scarborough. ME 04074
Seacoast Gay Men
PO Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Transupport (TS/TV support group)
PO Box 17622
Portland, ME 04 JO I
USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St.
Portland, ME 04103

Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
PO Box 57

Brunswick, ME 04011-0057
833-5016 or 725-8541
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for
Gay and Lesbian Rights
PO Box 756
Contoocook, NH 03329
(603) 228-9009

.

Northern Lambda Nord
PO Box 990
Caribou. ME 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088

Waldo County AIDS Education Committee
PO Box 772
Belfast, ME 04915
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
U~versity of Maine-Orono
Orono, ME 04469,
WOMLAND (Womn Owning Maine land)
Trust
PO Box 55 · ·
Troy, ME 04987

SUNDAYS
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first Sundays and third Thursdays of every month
at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer at"7:00 p .m.
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance for discussion, support and planning every Sunday , 8:30 p .m. in Hirasawa
Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston :
Dignity/Maine, every Sunday, doors open
at 5:30 p.m., worship at 6 p .m., First
Parish Church, 425 Congress St., Portland
(please use rear entrance).
Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - .business meeting, 1 p.m . .
followed by potluck.
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing for location and time.
Gays in Sobriety, AA . 6 :30-8 ·p .m.
speakers meeting, Willist9n West Church,
32 Thomas St.. Portland.
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Sunday, Di scussion meeting at 4
pm, Unitarian Church, Main Street, ·Bangor.
Sunday Liturgy . every week . 11 a .m . ,
Holy Apostles American Orth odo x
Monastery. Rt. 194. South Whitefield.
ME. Call 549-7325 for more information.

MONDAYS
Greater Bangor NOW, fourth Monday of
every month , 7-9 p .m. Call 989-3306 for
info.
Feminist Spiritual Community ..=_ ~very
Monday at 7 p.m. , Fiiends Meeting
House, Forest Ave. , Portland , 773-2294
(come early) .
Adult Children of Alchoholics (ACOA)
-:- o~n discussion w.ith ·focus ofgay/lesb1an ISSU~s, 7:30-9 p.m. YWCA, 87
Spring St., Portland. · ·
Seacoast Gay 'M ~n-_;;-evety-t-fonday, 7-9
p.in . (except firs~ Monday and holidays) .
Unitarian-Unive~LChf.m:~; 292 State St. ,
Portsmouth : NH (side door near basement). Call Daryl (603) 335-4294.
0

TUESDAYS
Gays in Sobriety . AA, 6-7 p .m . , beginners meeting, First Parish UU Church, 425
.Congress St., Portland 7 : 30-9 p. m .
Speaker/discussion meeting .
Families of Gays Support Group. second
Tuesday of each month. 7:30 p .m. For
more information , call Ingraham
Volunteers, 774-HELP.
Bowdoin College Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Alliance . 7 :30 p .m . . Ch ase Barn
Chamber . Bowdoin College. Bruns°wick.

Free To Be Group of AA - meets
Fridays at 7 :30 p .m., Jewett ll;,tll , UMA,
room 114.
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
- fourth Tuesday of the month, 7:30, First
Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland ··St.,
Brunswick. Call 725-4769 for information.
Greater Portland N.O.W. _..:. fourth
Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 p.m;.<· ·
Gay/Lesbian Al.:....Anon - every Tuesday, 7:30-8:30pm, Willistol) We.st Church,
· 32 Thomas St., Portland.
Our Paper staff meeting-every Tuesday , 7:00, 9 Deering .St., ,P prtJ ~nd. ·
773- 2294. New members always welcome.

THURSDAYS
Colby College Bisexual, Lesbian and
Gay Community , 7:30 p .m. Mary Low
Coffeehouse , Colby. College, Waterville .
Gays in Sobriety, AA . 8-9 p.m. , big
book/step meeting. Williston West
Church. 32 Thomas St.. Portland .
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Thursday, diseussion meeting at
7:30 pm , Unitarian Church, Main Street,
Bangor.

Adult Children of ·Alcoholics
(ACOA)-step meeting with focus on
gay/lesbian issues. 5:30-7 p.m. YWCA,
87 Spring St., Portland.

, Wilde-Stein Club - Thursday evening
609 p .m ., Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union, UMO .

FRIDAYS
Alcoholics'.~ 9 µ 8 ,~
-.every Friday, 8-9:30 p.m. - Gays Together in
Sobriety (open discussion), Christ
Episcopal Church, 80 Lafayette Rd., Port. smooth, NH.
OUTRlGln' :_ , l'danll:.iliance of .
Lesbian and Gay Youth (22 years old and
younger), 7:30 p.m., Preble Street Chapel,
331 Cumberland Avenue, Portland.

SATURDAYS
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) dances meet the ·
first and third Saturdays of each month
from 8:00 to 1:00 at the old Bangor Community College Student Union .
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MAKE PORTLAND YOUR
l~~HALLOWEEN PARTY PLACE~~I
·
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Portland, Maine

CYCLES HALLOWEEN PARTY
MONDAY THE 31ST
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CASH PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUMES
COMPLIMENTARY HORS D 'OEUVRES
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201,m-7264
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WEEKDAY DRINK SPECIALS
EVERY MONDAY THAU THURSDAY

come by and check, our schedule

.
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Pine Street

Portland.. Maine
04102
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MOVIES EVERY SUNDAY AND MONDAY AT 8 PM

SUNDAY BRUNCH RETURNS
OCTOBER 16TH 12-3 PM
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Portland's newest men's bar,
but all are welcome . Voted this rear's night· _
club of the year. Pool table , videos , good_
music. Serving brunch September:May. Ai'so
voted best martinis & manhattans i_n town .
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SUNDAY OCT. 9: 10:30 PM FRANKIE AND FRIENDS
Boston's hottest male strippers
-In the Disco

,?£~ y0U ~4l,,V .:.'V T" /_.1-.3 /Ohr
. '25/;',&"/"ET 73/Pt/A/C #

£'.k7l)~e ,
SATURDAY OCT. 29: ANNUAL HALLOWEEN
PARTY. Trophies and
$1,000.00 in prizes for the
most outrageous costumes.

THURS
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GUIDE
TO PORTLAND
CLUBS

TUESDAYS: DOUBLES-White Well -

2oz.

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL: DOMESTIC BEER 95¢
THURSDAYS: ROLLING ROCK $1.50

1-5 a.m.

FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS:

.

I

.

"PARTY HARDY NIGHTS"

Open Friday and Saturday
Nites

EXCHANGE ST

I .
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